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ABSTRACT 
 
Modern communication technology such as mobile phone and the Internet have made 
long-distance text-based communication very convenient. As a result, more and more people 
choose to send text messages via SMS or instant message software (e.g., WhatsApp) as a major 
approach to communicate with each other. However, due to the limitations of written language, 
text-based communication usually cannot accurately express the emotions and feelings of the 
message sender. Symbolic facial expressions, such as emoji and emoticons, were invented to 
overcome this shortcoming of text-based communication. By inserting symbols in a text message, 
the sender has an ability to express his emotions and feelings represented by facial expressions. 
In this thesis, I study the usage of symbolic facial expressions in text-based communications and 
it’s impact on people’s communication behaviors.  
 
1. Is the use of Emoji partially too culturally specific?  
2. Can symbolic facial expression be used by themselves? If so, in what situations? 
3. During SMS conversation, how many facial expressions are excessive? Will 
excessive symbolic facial expression impede SMS communication? 
4. What factors influence the behavior of emoji usage in a SMS sender?  
 
These questions explore different aspects of the usage of facial expressions/emoji in text 
communication including culture differences, usage of emoji compared to text, the definition of 
excessive usage of emoji, and the interpretation of these symbols in general. In order to find 
ix 
answers to the above research questions, I conducted a survey among approximately 1000 
students and faculty members in Iowa State University. I have calculated the statistical data of 
the survey answers, and drew my conclusion based on the analysis of these results. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Defining Communication 
 
Communication is a very general term. In this thesis, communication will be 
defined as “ways of exchanging information between two or more individuals (Berman, 
2012).” As pointed out by Cobley and Schulz (2013), in terms of the word meaning, 
communication is the process of using words, sounds, or any behaviors to express 
information to others and/or share thoughts and feelings with another person. The Latin 
root for “communication” is “communicare” meaning “to share” or “to be in relation 
with.” Many other English words such as “common,” “commune,” and “community,” 
which share the same prefix, are closely related to communication in both meanings. 
Information must take the form of symbols, sounds, or gestures (in many cases, 
these forms are used together) to be expressed. Therefore, for two individuals to be able 
to share certain information, there must be a set of symbols understood by both, such that 
information expressed using these symbols can actually be communicated. Such a set of 
symbols forms a communication system. These symbols can be words, sounds, or any 
other meaningful signs. As complicated and powerful as they may be, our languages are 
also a result of thousands of years of evolution from simple sounds made by our 
ancestors in the rainforests of Africa.  
We do not need to emphasize how important communication is to the formulation 
of human civilization and culture. After all, without communication, we are just isolated 
individuals, unable to formulate the simplest societies. Without communication, 
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knowledge and skills cannot be accumulated and passed down to younger generations. 
The written language has made this process much easier. 
Technically speaking, communication consists of encoding and decoding steps. 
The encoding step means the sender of information encodes the information in his/her 
mind into symbols. Moreover, decoding means these symbols are converted into the same 
information by the receiver. However, a common problem of communication is this 
process of encoding and decoding may not be accurate. This is because the 
communication systems we use often cannot accurately express some information. 
Therefore, the information the sender tries to express may not be exactly, or even 
accurately, understood. For example, it is very difficult to accurately express someone’s 
feelings to other people. When a person says, “I feel cold,” it is usually impossible for 
other people to understand the exact physical feeling of the first person since language is 
ambiguous in expressing this concept. 
This thesis will explore this ambiguity and inaccuracy in information systems, but 
will focus on the use of facial expressions as symbols in SMS communication. Facial 
expressions may be more inaccurate and personal, but in expressing feelings, they can be 
even more powerful than language. Any human being, regardless the language he/she 
uses, will understand a smiling face means happy and a crying face means sadness. 
Sometimes one can understand a person’s feelings and thoughts just by looking at the 
expression on the face. Thus, the question - will the use of facial expressions in written 
communications actually help to express information with less ambiguity? Moreover, 
will excessive use have the opposite effect, impeding the communication between people?  
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1.2 Symbolism in Written Communication 
 
Symbolism is the use of written symbols in communication. Humans had been 
speaking for several hundred-thousand years previous to the development of written 
symbols (Whipps, 2008). This is the first application of symbolism in communication. 
For example, the ancient Chinese wrote using characters, which were symbols 
representing different objects, gestures, and behaviors that were abstracted by the ancient 
Chinese. Such hieroglyphs are common in the early stages of the invention of language. 
Symbolism and written communication have changed communication since information 
can be preserved in ways other than human memory through the oral tradition. Modern 
communication technologies, such as text messages via smartphones and instant message 
applications on computers, make it very easy to include facial expression symbols in text-
based communication. Such symbols are so popular that it’s hard to find a smartphone or 
communication application that does not support facial expressions and emoji in text 
messages. 
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Text-Based Communication: Background and Impact 
 
2.1.1 Written Communication and Its Impact 
 
Before modern communication technology entered our everyday lives, a 
handwritten letter was the most common way for people to communicate in text. In many 
ancient civilizations, it was widely observed that people used to preserve and pass their 
memories and traditions to the next generation through songs, storytelling, and 
celebratory festivals. As civilization evolved, people developed new ways to keep records 
of events and pass information to others, such as carving meaningful symbols into stones, 
wood, or clay. For example, Babylonians used bricks made of clay to record astronomical 
observations. Moreover, ancient Chinese used beacon towers, horses, and birds of flight 
as a way to communicate over distances.   
Written communication is a natural development of oral communication. 
Although many animal species also have a certain level of oral and/or gesture 
communication, written communication is restricted to human beings, and plays an 
important role in the development of civilization and culture. Writing is believed to have 
been invented independently in many different civilizations (Gaur, A., 1992). Ancient 
Egyptian characters and ancient Chinese characters, although both hieroglyphics, are not 
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related. The oldest writing systems were invented by the Sumerians and the Egyptians 
around 3500-3200 BC, but who invented it first is not clear.  
Complicated and complete writing systems were not developed overnight or by 
any single individual because of the needs of civilization. Actually, the motivation for the 
invention of writing systems was largely the need to keep agricultural records and 
calendars, historians say. (Whipps, 2008) The motivation also stems from increasingly 
complex societies. The oldest writing samples were pictograms used by temple officials 
to keep track of the inflows and outflows of the city's grain and animal stores. When the 
scale of ancient cities grew and the exchange of commodities became frequent, the need 
for keeping records grew even faster.  
During that time, people represented the forms and amounts of goods they 
possessed by using different shapes of little clay tokens. Around 3500 B.C.E., much more 
interactive economies were evolving between cities. Therefore, the varieties of tokens 
expanded rapidly because of the types of goods being traded, and long distance trade 
increased. Merchants started to use caravans to send large amounts of goods to clients 
from city to city. However, caravan drivers could steal goods and tokens without 
merchants knowing easily. In order to prevent theft, merchants made impressions of the 
shapes of the tokens on the outside of the clay envelope when it was wet. As a result, the 
envelope was flattened into a tablet - and writing was born. Another important evolution 
was the emergence of a uniform set of writing symbols recognized by people spread out 
over a large area. At first, people in different regions used their own set of symbols, 
which were intuitive, by for example drawing a goat in order to represent a goat. Later, 
officials started to use standardized yet more abstract symbols. Such symbols were 
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scratched into soft clay tablets with a pointed reed that had been cut into a wedge. These 
symbols, widely used in Egypt, were named “cuneiform,” from the Latin “cuneus” 
meaning wedge. This ancient communication system then developed to include signs to 
represent sounds. The system became so popular and easy to use that Mesopotamia began 
modeling such behavior, according to Whipps (2008). 
Writing was expensive and required specific skills in its early ages. As said in 
Whipps (2008), reading and writing in ancient times wasn't for the masses. Daily life in 
Mesopotamia and Egypt was time-consuming, thus writing became a specialized 
profession, usually for members of the elite class. The highly-regarded scribes of ancient 
Mesopotamia were even depicted in art wearing cuneiform writing implements (a bit like 
a set of chopsticks) in their belts as a mark of their importance. Literacy remained a 
privilege of aristocratic males in most societies all the way until the 19th-century, when 
public education became more widespread around the world. Nonetheless, this didn’t 
slow down the development of writing systems. In 500 BC, leaves and barks were used 
as advanced writing tools. In the 14th century, the lead pencil became popular, made 
from a lead composite. In 1842, the US introduced the Postal Service, and the written 
letter became standard. Though today, with the advent of electronic and typed 
communication, it is beginning to lose its importance. 
According to Chris Butler (2007), there are four stages in the development of 
writing: 
1. Pictographs (c.3500 - 3000 B.C.E.) (Figure.1). In this stage, one pictograph or symbol 
means what it looks like. For example, a picture of the sun means the “sun.” This stage 
was well suited for straight record keeping, but little else. 
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Figure 1. Pictographs Sample (c.3500 - 3000 B.C.E.) (S. Sotelo, 2013) 
 
2. Ideographs (c.3000 - 2100 B.C.E.) (Figure.2). Here the symbols can take on a more 
abstract meaning. A sun can mean “day” as well as “sun.” A picture of legs can mean 
“legs” or “walk.” Thus, the uses of writing were greatly expanded, although there are 
severe limits to what one can write this way.  
 
3. Rebus writing (c.2100 - 1000 B.C.E.) (Figure.3).  This was a critical turning point. Up to 
this point, one interpreted the appearance as a function of the meaning. With Rebus 
writing, one used the phonetic sounds of words created by symbols to create new words. 
For example, a word like “Neilson” would be very difficult to write with pictographs 
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unless everyone knew what Neilson looked like as distinguished from other people. 
However, with Rebus writing, one could use the sounds suggested by a picture of a man 
kneeling plus a sun to build the word “Neilson”. Rebus writing, by making the reader 
relate to the ears, not the eyes, made it possible to write just about anything. It was a 
complex system, however, since it required hundreds of symbols-one for each syllable 
used in a language. Both Mesopotamian cuneiform and Egyptian hieroglyphics used 
about 700 symbols.  
 
 
Figure 2. Symbols of American Native Indian, (W. Tomkins, 2013) 
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Figure 3. The Rebus Principle (Blatner, 2011) 
 
NATO Phonetic Alphabet Western Union Phonetic Alphabet 
Letter 
Phonetic 
letter Letter 
Phonetic 
letter Letter 
Phonetic 
letter Letter 
Phonetic 
letter 
A Alpha N November A Adams N New York 
B Bravo O Oscar B Boston O Ocean 
C Charlie P Papa C Chicago P Peter 
D Delta Q Quebec D Denver Q Queen 
E Echo R Romeo E Easy R Roger 
F Foxtrot S Sierra F Frank S Sugar 
G Golf T Tango G George T Thomas 
H Hotel U Uniform H Henry U Union 
I India V Victor I Ida V Victor 
J Juliet W Whiskey J John W William 
K Kilo X X-ray K King X X-ray 
L Lima Y Yankee L Lincoln Y Young 
M Mike Z Zulu M Mary Z Zero 
 
Figure 4. Phonetic Alphabet Tables 
 
4. Phonetic alphabet (c. 1000 B.C.E. to the present) (Figure.4).  This system is based on 
the fact that we can only make about twenty-five or so different sounds although we can 
combine those individual sounds into hundreds of symbols, each requiring a different 
rebus. The alphabet simplifies the process vastly by using just one symbol for each 
individual sound we make (e.g. B, D, K, etc.). Although we generally give credit for the 
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alphabet to the Phoenicians, (thus the term “phonetics”) it seems the Egyptians also had 
an alphabet of sorts that the Phoenicians drew upon. The Greeks completed the process 
by adding vowels, which the Egyptian and Phoenician systems lacked. 
Based on these four stages, a modern language such as English is well-developed 
and mature in many ways. We can use it to express information far beyond the 
imagination of the ancient inventors of writing. Yet, will the usage of symbols such as 
facial expressions and even animated expressions make major changes to language, and 
create a new stage in the road of development? It is still too early to be answered. Each of 
these stages has taken hundreds of years, but the usage of facial expressions, as a function 
of text-based communication is recent. Admittedly, facial expression and emoticon are 
already a part of our everyday communication, and their influence on our communication 
system is worth studying. 
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2.1.2 Text-based Communication Using Modern Technologies 
 
A. Review of Modern Communication Technologies. 
 
In most of human history, the only way information could be conveyed remotely 
over a long-distance was to write on materials such as paper, wood, stone, or silk, and 
then deliver the materials physically to the audience. This traditional way of remote 
communication can take weeks to months. Therefore, people’s everyday communication 
was mostly face to face.  
The advance of modern electrical, electronic, and computer technology, especially 
after the Industrial Revolution, has fundamentally changed the way people communicate, 
making long-distance communication much easier. The general term Telecommunication 
is used now to describe communications conducted via these technologies such as cell-
phones, the Internet, TV, etc. Telecommunication can be two-way, as in cell phones, or 
one-way, as in TV. But the definition is: “to express information remotely,” (and usually 
in a very short time, as in seconds or minutes).  
The most important features of telecommunication are 1) it makes it incredibly 
easy to communicate with people far away; 2) communication can take place almost 
anywhere, as long as there are corresponding communication networks; and 3) almost all 
communications are real-time; the delay between the participants is ignorable compared 
to traditional communication methods, such as postal mail. 
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Long-distance communication before the telecommunication era was very 
expensive and inconvenient. According to Flichy (1995), the very first technology used 
by humans for long-distance communication, although it had nothing to do with electrical 
devices, was in 1800 BC when ancient Chinese soldiers used smoke and flame as signals 
to warn their comrades 500 miles away of attacking enemies. This method was easy to 
use and very effective back then, and subsequently was thus widely used in Europe and 
other Asian countries. More advanced communication technology emerged around 150 
BC, when Greek historian Ploybius invented a system of converting Greek alphabetic 
characters into numeric characters. This made possible for people to transmit much more 
complicated information over a long distance. However, the system was considered very 
complex and thus not terribly practical. 
The convenience brought to us by telecommunication technology is based on 
certain modern electrical devices. Such devices include computers, telephones, and 
corresponding infrastructures such as the cellular network. Although devices may take 
very different forms, modern communication systems all need at least a transmitter and a 
receiver to compose a complete telecommunication arrangement. 
The invention of the electric telegraph in the 1840s and the telephone in the late 
1870s marks the beginning of modern communication technology. It was the first time 
that real time long-distance communication was made possible. The first telegraph 
message traveled 40 miles from one station to another station – a rather long distance 
considering the time. Alexander Graham Bell spoke the first words on a telephone 
successfully in 1876. Only one year later, Thomas Edison created the first phonograph on 
August 12th. Within five years of the invention of the telephone, over 47,000 telephones 
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were in use in the United States, and the impact is obvious: the flowering of these 
communication technologies accelerated the pace of social interaction, migration, 
commerce, and government activities (Kariuki, 2009). The cost of building such 
communication networks was very expensive at first, but the telegraph and the telephone 
rapidly replaced traditional mailing systems and became the principle means of 
communication for most of the 20
th
 century. In the late 1850s, the first undersea cables 
were built to connect America and Europe, the beginning of decades of efforts to connect 
the whole world on the same communication framework through telecommunication 
technologies.  
The next big leap in telecommunication was the invention of “wireless telegraphy” 
(now known as “radio”) at the turn of the 20th Century, which marks the beginning of the 
wireless communication era. In the 1920s, people started to use crystal instead of 
batteries in radios, and it became the main component in most radios, greatly reducing the 
size of radios while improving signal quality. The first cell-phone was used by Swedish 
police in 1946, although its battery usually died after merely six phone calls. In 1973, the 
first modern market-ready cell-phone was invented by Motorola employee Martin Cooper, 
and its dimensions measured 9 × 5 × 1.75 inches. These inventions brought even more 
convenience and efficiency to individual life, business, and military logistics. It greatly 
increased the mobility of official and personal communications and made greater 
volumes of communications possible (Kariuki, 2009).  More importantly, it became an 
efficient tool to deliver information to a mass group with very low cost. The impact of 
such tools on society is huge, fundamental, and wide. For example, as showed in Piotr 
(2012), the usage of modern information has actually empowered non-state social actors, 
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notably, social movements; thus, it is a major factor of success in efficient social 
movements. 
The invention and wide application of the computer is the third jump in the 
development of telecommunication. The most remarkable event is the popularity of the 
Internet and the World Wide Web. The Internet is the decisive technology of the 
Information Age, and with the explosion of wireless communication in the early twenty-
first century, we can say that humankind is now almost entirely connected, albeit with 
great levels of inequality in bandwidth, efficiency, and price (Castells, 2014). Although 
the Internet was originally developed for military purpose, it now plays an fundamental 
role in people’s everyday lives in developed countries, and an increasingly pivotal role in 
developing countries. However, the Internet has also received some criticism; for 
example, it makes it too easy to send useless and even fraudulent information. 
Interestingly, the first spam email was sent by Gary Thuerk in 1978. He used APPAnet to 
send his message to 400 of the 2600 people with access to the Internet in its infancy.  
When considering daily communication technology use, surely this varies by a 
person’s age, class, culture, and nation. However, certain representative technologies tend 
to dominate across the world.  
 The Internet: It is the dominating communication method around the world, 
especially in developed countries. There are many specific personal tools for 
Internet-based communication; the most popular ones include social networks 
such as Facebook, Instant Message software such as SnapChat, WeChat, 
Whatsapp, etc., and online chat rooms.  
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 Television: Although it is a one-way communication method, it is still highly 
popular and has a huge influence on society. 
 Mobile phones: As the most convenient and accessible communication tools 
in most developed and developing countries, many people use their mobile 
phones for more than just voice communication. These devices have evolved, 
in the form of smartphones in particular, into hand held computers allowing 
Internet connection, as well as text. 
 
A large body of research was focused on the influence and impact of such 
communication methods on society and/or individuals from different perspectives, such 
as economic, psychological, political, and cultural ones. This paper focus on the 
technologies and devices where most text-based communication takes place in modern 
society, including cell-phones (SMS) and Instant-Message software/apps running on PC 
or smartphones. Also, due to the fact that facial expression (emoji) is popular mostly 
among a younger demographic, our research will focus on this age group in particular. 
 
B. Text-Based Communication via Mobile Devices. (Katz, 2008) 
 
Naturally, the diversity of means makes text-communication much more flexible 
in the telecommunication era. There are many devices from the simplest wired telephone 
to a personal computer that can accomplish such tasks. Along with technological 
developments, written communication on such devices takes various forms, including 
text messages, tweets, and instant messages.  
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Mobile devices have gained tremendous popularity over the past few decades. 
Two billion people use cell-phones, according to James Katz, professor of 
communication at Rutgers University (Kelly, 2011). And it is reported in an October 
2011 study, underwritten by CTIA, the International Association for the Wireless 
Telecommunications Industry, that the number of cell-phone subscribers in the United 
States exceeds the total population. Cell-phones have become so ubiquitous in our culture 
that Dr. Katz has developed a class on the social aspects of mobile communication. 
Even on a single mobile device such as a smartphone, the methods of 
communication vary. As time goes on, more and more communication functions are 
added to mobile phones. It is a great technology for us to connect to far-flung family, 
friends, and business (Katz, 2008). Mobile phones, invented by Martin Cooper as a new 
form of multimedia, take an important function for interpersonal communication. It has 
rapidly become the main medium of communication. Furthermore, mobile phones have 
become the most popular portable communication devices in the world. In China, there 
were only 700 mobile phone users when China first introduced the devices in 1987. 
However, according to the monthly statistics in March 2006 by the Ministry of 
Information, the mobile users in China reached 4,096,930,000 – and this number 
increased dramatically after the 2000s. In this section, I am specifically interested in 
communication using mobile devices such as smartphones since they have become a 
major communication method among the younger generation. 
Besides the most basic calling and SMS functions provided by any cell-phone, 
younger generations (Pitt-catsouphes, 2009) tend to perform communication through 
various “Apps,” which are computer programs running on the smartphones. Such Apps 
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can be categorized as Social Network apps (Facebook, Linkedin, etc) and Instant 
Message apps (WeChat, Whatsapp, Snapchat, etc), although the line between these two 
categories is not always clear. For example, Facebook also provides an integrated instant 
message mechanism. The former category of apps emphasizes a virtual community where 
every user has a personal webpage that he/she can post information. The communication 
functions are usually just an add-on value. The other category, however, is the focus of 
this thesis: the sending of rich text messages, includes text itself, images, emoji, video, 
and voice messages to friends. 
Many studies have shown that a lot people, especially the younger generation 
(mainly people between age 20 and 30), prefer to use text-based communication over 
voice-based communication (making phone calls) (Shapira, 2010), (Smith, 2011), 
(Gahran, 2011). “A generation of e-mailing, followed by an explosion in texting, has 
pushed the telephone conversation into serious decline, creating new tensions between 
baby boomers and millennials (children born in the 80s and 90s of the 20
th
 century) -- 
those in their teens, 20s and early 30s.”, so said by the authors of (Shapira, 2010). The 
same study shows that a possible reason behind this phenomenon is the flexibility of text 
messages: Before you press the send button, you have the freedom to edit and read the 
text as many times as you want. Also, this gives less pressure to the younger adults 
compared to a direct phone call. Young people say they avoid voice calls because the 
immediacy of a phone call strips them of the control that they have over the arguably less 
intimate pleasures of texting, e-mailing, Facebooking or tweeting. Some complain that 
phone calls are by their very nature impolite, more of an interruption than the blip of an 
arriving text. It is also argued in a related study that the preference to text-based 
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communication is because of privacy: it’s far less likely that an SMS conversation can be 
overheard. However, perhaps the main reasons why many people prefer getting text 
messages over voice calls are related to time. Typically, text messaging encourages 
briefer, more efficient exchanges of information, suggested in this study. However, there 
is no study that reveals the relationship between the preference of text-based 
communication and the usage of facial expressions. Will people become more likely to 
use text-based communication if they find using facial expressions or some emoji that 
can better express their feelings in a given circumstance? Or vice versa, is the popularity 
of facial expression rather a consequence of people’s preference to texting instead of 
making calls?  
 
C. Influence of Modern Communication Technologies on Society and Individuals 
 
As mentioned previously, modern communication technology has become an 
essential part of our lives and societies. The rapidity & efficiency of communication is 
continually changing because of new technology and social media, resulting in easy 
communication, but also means people are have less face-to-face interaction. 
When we walk on the street, we often see people interact with their phones. 
Currently, there are hundreds of social networks we may use to communicate with our 
families and friends. People like to share pictures and sounds with each other. Moreover, 
these social networks help people find their old friends and make new friends based on 
these connections. In some cases, people still build strong relationships albeit from an 
electronic distance.  
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Leslie Haddon (2004) mentioned this in his book: “Social networks can provide 
one route through which we acquire ICTs (Information and Computer Technologies). 
Such networks provide a means by which information about technologies and services 
can be disseminated.” In an article written by Wellman, B. et.al (2008), the authors 
analyzed the impact of the Internet and related technologies on our everyday lives. They 
hold an optimistic and positive attitude towards the usage of modern communication 
technologies, and believe in general that such technologies improve our lives through 
efficiency and convenience. 
Another article “The impact of the internet on our daily life” uses the Internet as 
an example to summarize the advantage of modern communication: 1) It provides rapid 
access to free resources and knowledge; people can easily exchange experience and ideas, 
making it easier for any individual to learn new things if one is willing to. Thus, society 
becomes more closely connected. 2) It helps people, even those geographically isolated, 
to form communities. In ancient times, communities were mostly formulated based on 
geographic regions. People who lived closely were considered to be in a “natural” 
community. Technology, however, made it possible to formulate communities based on 
hobbies, interests, careers, etc. This to some degree has reformed society and our concept 
of community.  
The same article also points out that one of the most negative impacts is that the 
Internet alters social individual behavior, habits, and abilities. Children especially are 
often negatively influenced by the Internet. His argument is valid since the Internet is 
highly unregulated. Some also argue that verbal communication has been diminished by 
the application of such technologies. Email, texting, and Facebook are just a few 
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examples. Verbal communication has decreased from 20 years ago when E-mail became 
popular (Eastman, 2013). E-mail came about in the seventies, but it didn’t become 
popular until the nineties. However, E-mail became one of the most popular forms of 
communication quickly. According to readwrite.com, people send out 188 billion E-
mails per day. In addition, E-mail is used three times as much as Facebook. 
However, it is impossible to abandon technology in our communication. The 
Figure 5 from (Temmel, et. al., 2003) shows how wide the Internet is used in the United 
States. Furthermore, people use communication technology not only for personal life but 
also for businesses purposes. 
 
 
Figure 5. The top ten most popular Internet activities in the US, 2000,  
UCLA Internet Report: Surveying the Digital Future 
 
The influence of communication technologies in business is even more significant 
compared to our everyday lives. It not only creates millions of jobs, but also increases the 
average production efficiency in most every sector of the society. Though Ramey (2013) 
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gives a general summary of the impact of technology on business. A few but critical 
examples are given:  
1. Easy product launch.  
2. Product or service surveys. 
3. Social interaction with consumers.  
4. Video conferencing. 
5. Use of digital networks. 
 We can easily think of many other examples of how technology has changed 
society, and how every individual and organization relies on such technologies in modern 
society. The Social Impact of Communications Technology used Facebook, the largest 
Online Social Network, as an example to analyze the potential impact of technology on 
society and everyday life. It concludes that the social impacts of communication 
technology and social networking are extensive. 
It points out that despite general communication, Facebook is also extensively 
used by scientific communities and research oriented organizations to spread the latest 
developments in science and technology (Lai and Linda, 2007) since it helps the spread 
of such information and makes it easier to be accepted by the masses. Students and 
teachers use Facebook as a tool to communicate. As most of the students already use it, 
teachers have also started to familiarize themselves to maintain effective and 
contemporary communication methods. Facebook can also be used as a tool to search for 
employment. Social activists use Facebook for grassroots organizing (Dijk, 2006). Of 
course, social networking has its downsides. According to Dijk (2006), the most 
commonly discussed issue is about privacy. Most schools and colleges have banned the 
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use of Facebook or any other social networking during school hours as it distracts the 
student’s attention from studies. Moreover, social networking works like an addiction as 
users spend most of their time sitting idle in front of a computer screen. This greatly 
influences their social life (Lai and Linda, 2007).  
In (J.A. Bargh, et al.,  2004), the authors present an comprehensive study of the 
influence of the Internet on individual social life. They examined the effects of Internet 
use on the user's psychological well-being, the formation and maintenance of personal 
relationships, group memberships and social identity, the workplace, and community 
involvement. Specifically, they emphasis that comparing to other social activities 
individuals may engage in, a novel feature of the Internet is that it provides its users with 
relative anonymity. This feature making it easier for an participant to express his idea 
without facing possible consequences. Nevertheless, given the inherent complexity of the 
Internet and the diversity of social activates, the author came to the conclusion that “The 
evidence suggests that while these effects are largely dependent on the particular goals 
that users bring to the interaction — such as self-expression, affiliation, or competition —
they also interact in important ways with the unique qualities of the Internet 
communication situation” (pp. 1) 
In our study, we mainly focus on simple daily communications between friends 
and families using the Internet. In such a context, participants do not need to remain 
anonymous. This is because we are interested in how the real-world role of conversation 
participants will affect their usage of facial expressions in text-based communication. 
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2.2 Expressions and Other Non-Verbal Forms of Communication 
 
2.2.1 Overview and History  
 
The communication discussed so far is predominantly verbal, including oral and 
written communication using words of any types of language. However, facial expression 
is a typically non-verbal form of communication, since it is not based on word usage. 
Compared to verbal communication, facial expression has several characteristics. First, 
most facial expressions are globally recognized across cultures. No matter what language 
one speaks, one can generally recognize basic facial expressions and related emotions 
(happiness, sadness, anger, etc) behind each face. However, the disadvantage is also 
obvious: it is not as powerful or as specific as verbal communication. One can hardly tell 
a complete story or express complicated information merely via facial expressions. Thus, 
to complement each other, using facial expressions, or emoji, in text-based 
communication is a useful way to communicate, since it has the advantage of combining 
both text and facial expression. The usage of non-verbal communication appears much 
earlier than verbal communication in “human” history, since verbal communication takes 
place only after language is invented, but non-verbal communication can be found even 
in animals (Hauser, 1996). Non-verbal communication is more intuitive and natural, and 
the ability to use and interpret it, especially facial expression, has been encoded into our 
DNA.  
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Other forms of non-verbal communication include gestures, paralinguistics, body 
language, proxemics, eye contact, haptics, and even appearance. For example, deliberate 
movements and signals are an important way to communicate meaning without words. 
Common gestures include waving, pointing, and using fingers to indicate numeric 
amounts. Other gestures are arbitrary and related to culture. Paralinguistics refers to vocal 
communication that is separate from actual language. This includes factors such as tone 
of voice, loudness, inflection, and pitch. Consider the powerful effect that tone of voice 
can have on the meaning of a sentence. When said in a strong tone of voice, listeners 
might interpret approval and enthusiasm. The same words said in a hesitant tone of voice 
might convey disapproval and a lack of interest (Mehrabian, 2009). Based on the interest 
of our research, we focus on facial expressions. 
What is considered a facial expression? From the literal interpretation, expression 
is the process of understanding thoughts and feelings. In terms of communication, 
expression occurs in a non-verbal context; it helps people receive the correct message 
(RA Hinde, 1972). Non-verbal communication includes facial expression, gestures, 
paralinguistics, body language and posture, proxemics, eye gaze, haptics, appearance, and 
artifact. All these non-verbal signals can give more information and meaning than verbal 
communication. “Non-verbal information not only allowed us to reinforce or modify 
what is said in words, but also to define relationships between people”. However, in our 
daily lives, how much communications is really non-verbal? According to the research by 
Dr. Albert Mehrabian (A. Meharbian, 1971), 93% of what people do is non-verbal whilst 
communicating. In this research, Albert found that language conveys 7% of information, 
vocal elements cover 38%, and the other 55% is expressed non-verbally.  
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Specifically, facial expression is one of the most useful methods in non-verbal 
communication. Facial expression has two functions: (a) to accurately convey 
information, and (b) to make the conversation more enjoyable. For example, smiling 
faces can indicate that we had a good conversation or we are in agreement. Meanwhile, a 
scowl face may show others your displeasure or disagreement. Eye contact in a 
conversation often indicates that we are paying attention. Raising an eyebrow impossibly 
high may indicate that this person is surprised or doesn’t believe the information heard. 
However, the same facial expression sometimes shows different meanings to 
different people, because we have different cultures, families and experiences. The facial 
expressions we use are based on our customs and background, so we understand 
differently. We should be careful when we use them. Take eye contact as an example. In 
America, a moderate eye contact indicates respect and it’s normal to use in business 
dealings. However, in Libya, it is impolite to have eye contact between males and 
females.  
 
2.2.2 Non-Verbal Communication and Cultures 
   
“Everyone knows that grief involves a gloom and joy a cheer.  There are 
characteristic facial expressions which are observed to accompany anger, fear, erotic 
excitement, and all the other passions” (Ross, W. D. et al, 1912,  pp. 805, 808). In these 
sentences, the author’s intention wasn’t to point out a new idea on the topic of 
physiognomy. He means that people can obtain understanding of a person from his/her 
physical appearance, especially the face. For example, a smile shows a happy person, 
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anger reveals a violent person, and poor proportions reveal a rogue. In Oatley and Jenkins 
observation “by far the most extensive body of data in the filed of human emotions is that 
on facial expressions of emotion” (Oatley and Jenkins, 1992). However, how many facial 
expressions would be understood universally? 
 
Ekman pointed to universal facial expression in 1980 for the first time. He said 
“Are facial expressions of emotion the same for all human beings?” (p. 91); “Definitive 
data are now available on the question of universality” (p. 93); “There is conclusive 
scientific evidence to resolve the question of universality” (p. 96); and “There are some 
facial expressions of emotion which are universal" (p. 137).”  The same year, Izard also 
mentioned “Impressive evidence for the innateness and universality of six of the 
fundamental emotions: enjoyment (happiness), distress (sadness), anger, disgust, surprise, 
and fear" (p. 201). “Since all human beings recognize these expressions and attribute to 
them the same experiential significance, it is reasonable to infer that they are genetically 
based or preprogrammed” (p. 185). They all point out that there are seven emotions: 
Happiness, surprise, fear, anger, contempt, disgust and sadness, plus or minus two, are 
recognized from facial expressions by all human beings (James A. Russell, 1994).  
 
Moreover, these are not the only people to reach the conclusion of universal 
expression. Figure 6 are the conclusions from (James, A. Russell, 1994). 
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Figure 6. Facial Expressions of Emotions (James, A. Russell, 1994) 
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Figure 7. Recognition Scores from Eight Studies with literate subject (James, 
A. Russell, 1994) 
 
The Figure 7 gives us a clear demonstration of which facial expressions are cross-
culturally recognized and which ones are culture-sensitive. The cultures are categorized 
as Western Cultures and Non-Western Cultures. Happiness and surprise can be 
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recognized very accurately by almost every culture, strongly indicating that such a facial 
expression is highly intuitive and is written into our DNA. In contrast, some other 
expressions such as anger are recognized very differently in Western Cultures and Non-
Western Cultures, indicating that such an expression is culture-related, and therefore may 
take very different forms in different cultures. The recognition rate of some expressions, 
such as sadness and fear, demonstrates high variance even inside the same cultural 
category. This table gives us some basic idea about the universal usage of facial 
expressions in text-based communication. For example, a smiling face might be a good 
universal symbol to use compared to sadness when communicating with people from 
different cultures. But in general, the study shows all facial expressions are more likely to 
be recognized by a western culture compared to a non-western culture. This may be due 
to the selection of specific expressions, but does not indicate that western cultures are 
better at interpreting facial expressions, nor should we conclude that facial expressions 
are more likely to be used in western cultures, especially given that the word “emoji” was 
invented by the Japanese. 
Another related study by Thompson and Meltzer (1964) also compared the 
representation of facial expressions in western and eastern cultures, and revealed some 
interesting cultural difference in terms of recognizing facial expressions. The authors 
randomly added features such as race, gender, and emotional neutrality, and instructed 
observers from two cultural groups to categorize each image by facial expression. They 
revealed clear cultural differences in the facial expression signals expected by each 
cultural group. Specifically, whereas the western group distributed their focus across the 
face (e.g., the eyebrows and mouth), the eastern culture group showed a consistent 
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preference for the eyes. Further inspection of the eastern culture group eye region 
preference revealed a surprising feature among them: changes of gaze direction. In other 
words, people from eastern cultures are more sensitive to eye gaze as a part of facial 
expression. 
 
2.3 Emotion Expression in Text Communication: Emoji and More 
 
 
Figure 8. The left side is an emoticon; the right side is an emoji. 
 
Emoji, put in a simple way, are just a cartoon-style facial expression used to 
express certain emotions in text-based communication. As mentioned before, support for 
emoji has become a standard feature of almost every communication tool on personal 
computers, tablets, and smartphones. As explained in iemoji.com, the term “emoji” is the 
Japanese word for the picture characters[絵 (e = picture); 文 (mo = writing); 字 (ji = 
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character) ]. These “picture characters” are standardized and built in. We can also 
interpret Emoji as a meaningful icon (Figure 8). 
Emoji are very similar to-but different from-emoticons. Emoticons are a specific 
arrangement of writing characters and symbols that simulate certain facial expressions or 
gestures, as showed on the left side of table 3, while emoji are usually referred to as small 
pictures or icons that are literally facial expressions. However, these two terms are often 
used exchangeably referring to both icons and symbols. In my study, I do not distinguish 
between these two types, since they are both usages of facial expressions in text-based 
communication. Emoji are essentially a new form of communication, which itself 
generates new influence. In 2013, a formal proposition was published that proposed an 
intuitive and immediate emoticons system to do non-verbal communication on 
smartphones(Ito, E. et. al., 2013). In July 2014, a website called “Emojili” officially 
opened registration. 10,000 new users joined on the opening day, and the application 
downloads in the App Store reached 45,000 (Prigg, 2014)  
In How Using Emoji Makes Us Less Emotional, the authors say that emoticons 
and emoji are changing the way we communicate faster than linguists can keep up with, 
or lexicographers can regulate. “It’s the wild west of the emoji era,” said linguist Ben 
Zimmer. “People are making up the rules as they go. It’s completely organic.” The article 
refers to Tyler Schnoebelen, a Stanford-trained linguist, who is in the forefront of 
research into emoji usage today. By analyzing emoticon use on Twitter, Schnoebelen 
found that emoticon use varies by geography, age, gender, and social class—just like 
dialects or regional accents. Friend groups fall into the habit of using certain emoticons, 
just as they develop their own slang. “You start using new emoticons, just like you start 
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using different words, when you move outside your usual social circles,” said 
Schnoebelen. He discovered a divide, for instance, between people who include a hyphen 
to represent a nose in smiley faces— :-) — and people who use the shorter version 
without the hyphen. “The nose is associated with conventionality,” said Schnoebelen. 
People using a nose also tend to “spell words out completely. They use fewer 
abbreviations.” Twitter notoriously obscures demographic data, but according to 
Schnoebelen, “People who use no noses tend to be tweeting more about Miley Cyrus, 
and/or Justin Bieber. They have younger interests, younger concerns, whether or not 
they’re younger.” 
The article gives rise to an important question: “Since Emoji have undoubtedly 
changed the way we text, are they changing our language itself?” Although the usage of 
emoji on smartphones has become popular for only a few years, the idea of using facial 
expressions as part of communication is very old. “There’s an old utopian ideal that we 
could create a kind of a universal pictorial language,” said linguist Ben Zimmer. The 
article gives several examples of potential influence of emoji on existing language and 
\society. Francis Bacon and John Wilkins dreamed about developing a visual language 
that could take us back to the pre-Babel era. In the 1950s, a World War II concentration 
camp survivor named Charles Bliss devised a set of symbols he hoped would preclude 
war by facilitating communication among speakers of different languages. In 1969, 
Vladimir Nabokov told The New York Times: “I often think there should exist a special 
typographical sign for a smile … a supine round bracket.” In 1982, computer scientist 
Scott Fahlman granted his wish. Looking for a solution to the miscommunication that 
prevailed on early Internet message boards, he proposed that a rotated smiling face, 
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composed of a colon, a hyphen and a parenthesis— :-) –should indicate that the writer 
was joking. 
A lot of research has been conducted on the specific usage of emoticons. In A 
Longitudinal Study of Emoticon Use in Text Messaging from Smartphones, the authors 
conducted research on smartphone users to reveal how emoticons are used in text 
messaging and, in particular, how genders differed in the frequency and variety of 
emoticons used via this medium. They collected real communications data from users’ 
iPhones over the course of 6 months. These data were analyzed to characterize the 
frequency and variety of emoticon usage through the SMS channel. Their conclusion is 
that the usage of emoticons shows significant difference between genders. These gender 
differences were obtained from participants’ real communications and provide a first look 
into the nature of this oft-used medium outside of self-reports. 
Another research project by Kang (2008) examined the usage of Emoticons in 
Computer-Mediated Communication, a very interesting area. Their conclusion is very 
useful for our study: It shows that when Internet users are faced with pure text, without 
emoticons, most people cannot perceive the correct emotional, attitude, and attention 
based intents. However, when emoticons are added in the same context, the receiver’s 
perception of the messages starts to significantly change. Also, when opposite-meaning 
emoticons are used, the receiver shows an extreme difference in perceptions. Emoticons 
allow receivers to correctly understand the level and direction of emotions, attitude, and 
attention expression. These results prove that emoticons perform non-verbal 
communication functions. Therefore, this study boldly proclaims that emoticons used in 
online communication may also be called quasi non-verbal cues. 
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However, since it has gained in popularity, and has been widely used for only a 
few years, it is too early to conclude what impact the usage of emoji will have on the 
development of language itself and to what scale it will change society.  
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES 
 
3.1 Motivation and Research Questions 
 
3.1.1 Motivation 
 
Modern communication technologies have changed the way people communicate; 
it has become an indispensable part of daily life. On one hand, these changes brought 
great convenience communication and especially made remote communication much 
easier and faster; on the other hand, it also suppressed the expression of emotions in 
communication made via devices such as cellphone and the Internet.  
Text-based communication plays an important role in using of modern 
communication technologies, and it takes various forms. However, text communication 
sometimes cannot clearly convey the intentions of the sender to its receives due to the 
lack of non-verbal communications in texts such as tones, gestures, and most importantly, 
facial expressions. To overcome such a shortage of pure text communication in some 
degree, symbolism of expression, e.g., emoji, are frequently used as part of the text 
messages when people communicate using SMS or instant messages. However, there is 
no existing literature that mainly studies the impact of symbolism expression usages in 
text communication. In this thesis, I want to demonstrate that using symbolism of 
expression in text communication could improve the receivers’ understanding of the text 
sender’s intention and emotion. Specifically, I focus on answering the following question: 
Will excessive usage of symbolic facial expression impede text communication? 
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3.1.2 The Benefit of Using Symbolism of Expression 
 
1) Face-to-face communication 
In Face-to-face communication with visibility, people can adjust the context when 
they get the emotion from others’ expression. In communication study, face-to-face 
communication is the narrow sense of interpersonal communication. When the 
information transmitter and the receiver both in the same place, the transmitter not only 
use language to transform information, but also use facial expression, eye contact and 
gesture these non verbal communication. For example, “I can’t agree with you”. If you 
transform this sentence to text message, it’s difficult for receiver to accurately understand 
the true intentions of the sender. And receiver will misunderstand the meaning of the 
message. However, the situation could be different if people use face-to-face 
communication. The conversation with soft or harsh tone, smiling or serious expression 
all could change the meaning of this sentence. It can be violently opposed or a reluctantly 
accepted. Text message also can be a approach with question and answer, but there is a 
clear exchange feedback hysteresis compare to face-to-face communication. Also, the 
dialogue transmission requires network to achieve.  
 
2) Phone communication 
We specifically refer to the usage of voice-based communication via mobile 
device including cellphones and tablets as “phone communication”. Phone 
communication is another form of narrow sense of interpersonal communication. The 
message sender can use verbal communication (voice) to transmit information to the 
receives, but the usage of non-verbal expression is limited in a sense that he can still use 
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the change of tone, but not gesture or facial expressions to convey information. The 
receivers, to some extent, can still estimate the actual intention and emotion of the sender 
by the tone of the sender. Such estimation may not be always accurate and therefore 
misunderstanding between the sender and the receiver could happen.   
 
3) Text-based communication 
Text-based communication is similar to phone communication in many ways, for 
example, it usually relies on mobile communication devices and/or the Internet, and more 
importantly, it puts more limitation on the usage of non-verbal communication. In pure 
text-based communication, information concerning the sender’s tone, gesture, emotion 
and/or mood are lost. It is very hard for the receiver to re-establish the actual context in 
which the sender sends the message, and therefore, the change of misunderstanding of the 
sender’s actual intent/emotion is much higher comparing to face-to-face and phone 
communication. This is also partially due to the inherent ambiguity of human language 
since the same words/sentence can have very different meaning if put in different context. 
The delay of sending text messages, even with state-of-the-art communication devices 
and networks, is also much longer comparing to phone communication, which may 
further increase the chance of misunderstanding. Due to such disadvantages, it may 
appears that text communication is inferior to other forms of communications. 
Nevertheless, text communication composes a major part of daily communication in 
modern society. 
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3.1.3 Research Questions 
 
I aim to answer the following 4 major research questions. These questions explore 
different aspects of usages facial expressions/emoji in text communication including 
culture differences, usage of emoji comparing to texts, the definition of excessive usage 
of emoji, and its influence in general. 
Question 1. Is the use of emoji partially too culturally specific?  
Question 2. Can symbolic facial expression be used by themselves? If so, in what 
situations? 
Question 3. During text-based conversations, how many facial expressions are 
excessive? And will excess symbolic of facial expression impede SMS communication? 
Question 4. What factors influence the behavior of emoji usage in a SMS sender? 
There are many factors need to be considered for each of these questions. For the 
first question, we need to consider emoji users with many different culture backgrounds, 
and analyze their behavior in using emoji. For the second question, different set/style of 
emoji may yield different result. Answer to the third question is likely to vary from 
individual to individual, while for the last question, such factors may be numerous. Due 
to the limitation of resources, in this thesis, we only study some most fundamental and 
significant factors. 
I conducted a survey among approximately 1000 students and faculty members in 
Iowa State University in order to find answers to the above research questions. The result 
of the survey is presented and analyzed in the next chapter.  
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3.2 Procedures 
 
3.2.1. Survey Format 
22 survey questions were designed to ask about different aspects in the usage of 
emoji in text communication. These questions included multiple choices questions and a 
few fill-in the blank questions that ask for the participant’s personal understanding of 
specific emoji that were widely used in instant messaging software.  
3.2.2. Online Consent Form 
The survey strictly follows the requirement of the Institutional Review Board of 
Iowa State University. To ensure that this study protects participants, a consent form 
(Appendix A) was utilized, stating the purpose of this study procedures, risk, and benefits. 
 
3.3 Methodology 
 
The methodology of this survey was based on the aforementioned research 
questions. Specifically, Qualtrics software was used to create an online survey form for 
this thesis. The purpose of the survey is to collect enough data to analyze the usage of 
facial expression in text-based communication among people with a diversified 
background, and the survey questions are designed to reflect different aspects of the 
usage and understanding of facial expressions. The participants’ feedback to these 
questions will help us to establish an outline of the current state of facial expression 
usage in people’s everyday life. Based on their answers, I will attempt to answer the four 
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major research questions brought up above, and establish a measurement for excessive 
usage of facial expressions in text-based communication.  
Due to the limitation of access, the target audience of the survey is narrowed to 
students and faculty members in Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, the United States. 
The audiences’ ages ranged from 18-74 and the survey covered both genders. The survey 
was conducted online, and thus is limited to the participations who have access to 
computers/mobile devices and the Internet. However, this limitation shall not undermine 
the effectiveness of the study, since I am interested in the usage of facial expression in 
text communication and such communication are mainly conducted using such devices 
and the Internet. In other words, people who do not have means to participate the survey 
are also less likely to use facial expression in text-based communication. 
Complete and valid survey feedback were received from 963 test subjects (survey 
participants). Among these subjects, 70% are college students (18-26 years old) and 30% 
are faculty members. 10% of them are Asian and the other 90 % are Westerners (mainly 
Americans). The subjects include 35.9% (self-recognized) males and 59.4 % (self-
recognized) females and 4.6% others. All the subjects indicate that they feel comfortable 
using smartphone and social networks such as Facebook. The following table shows the 
gender of the survey participants (Figure 9). 
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 1 Male 346 35.9 37.5 37.5 
2 Female 572 59.4 62.0 99.6 
3 Genderqueer 3 .3 .3 99.9 
4 Transgender 1 .1 .1 100.0 
Total 926 95.8 100.0   
Missing System 41 4.2     
Total 963 100.0     
Figure 9. Data Analysis of Gender 
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3.3.1 Survey Question and Evaluation Measures 
 
The 22 survey questions consist of two parts. The first part asks about general 
information of participations (Figture 9), which include participations’ genders, ages, 
languages he/she speaks and different kinds of social media they are currently using for 
their social life. The questions are the following: 
1. What is your gender? 
2. What is your age? 
3. What is your native language? 
4. Do you fluently speak any other languages? 
5. Do you use smartphones? 
6. What smartphone Operating system do you use? 
7. Do you use social media? Check that may apply? 
8. Do you often use emoji/ emoticon when you texting? 
 
The purpose of asking these personal information are that I am interested in 
identifying the factors that influence people’s usage of facial expressions specfically I 
would like to examine is there gender and/or culture difference in using facial 
expressions. I have analyzed the participant’s answers to the above survey questions and 
based on this analysis, and drawn conclusions concerning the difference of facial 
expression usage among different groups of people. The following are highlights of the 
analysis. 
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1. Females are more likely to use emoji / emoticons than males in text 
communication. 
2. Young people use emoji / emoticons more than older people; 
3. The usage of emoji among East Asians (primarily Chinese) is in 
general more than that of westerners (primarily Americans).  
 
To make the feedback valid, certain questions are designed so that a participant 
only needs to answer them if their answer to the previous question is Yes. For example, 
in question five, do you use smartphones? If the answer is no, then the participant would 
not need to go to question 6. In text-based communication, the use of mobile devices is 
the primary way for people to communicate.  
The following 8 questions paved the way for the second part of the survey. The 
second part of the survey focus on the usage of the emoji.  
The following are questions 9 to 12:  
 
9. What word(s) express what each of the following 7 universal emoji mean to 
you?  
(a) ___(b) ___(c) ___ (d) ___(e) ___ 
(f) ___(g) ___ 
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10.  What word(s) express what each of the following emoji mean to you?  
(a) ___(b) ___(c) ___ (d) ___(e) ___ 
 
11. In the following four emoji-texting conversations, which one do you like the 
best? 
❑   Conversation #1 
Person A: Oh my god 
Person B: What? 
Person A: I cannot have beer with you today. 
Person B: Why??? 
Person A: I just got an email from my professor 
Person B: What your professor said? 
Person A: I have work to do now. 
Person B: Ok. 
Person A: Sorry. 
 
❑   Conversation #2  
Person A:  
Person B: What? 
Person A: I cannot have beer with you today. 
Person B:  
Person A: I just got an email from my professor 
Person B: What your professor said? 
Person A: I have work to do now. 
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Person B:       
Person A:  
 
❑   Conversation #3 
Person A:  
Person B:? 
Person A:  
Person B:  
Person A: I just got an email from my professor 
Person B: What your professor said? 
Person A: I have work to do now. 
Person B:  
Person A:  
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❑   Conversation #4 
Person A:  
Person B:? 
Person A:  
Person B:  
Person A:  
Person B:  
Person A:  
Person B:  
Person A:  
 
12. In the following relationships, how often do you use emoji when you text them? 
Parents 
 Does not apply  
 Never  
 Sometimes 
 Always 
 
 
 
 
From the following emoji, which one you would you most likely to send 
to your parents? 
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a. :)            :( 
b.       
c.        
d. (Animated) 
 
 
 
Children 
 Does not apply  
 Never  
 Sometimes 
 Always 
 
From the following emoji, which one you would you most likely to send 
to a child? (Same meaning) 
a. :)            :( 
b.       
c.        
e. (Animated) 
 
 
Sibling 
 Does not apply  
 Never  
 Sometimes 
 Always 
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From the following emoji, which one you would you most likely to send 
to a sibling? (Same meaning) 
a. :)            :( 
b.       
c.        
f. (Animated) 
 
 
Significant other 
 Does not apply  
 Never  
 Sometimes 
 Always 
 
From the following emoji, which one you would you most likely to send 
to a significant other? (Same meaning) 
 
a. :)            :( 
b.       
c.        
g. (Animated) 
 
 
Friends 
 Does not apply  
 Never  
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 Sometimes 
 Always 
 
From the following emoji, which one you would you most likely to send 
to a friend? (Same meaning) 
 
a. :)            :( 
b.       
c.        
h. (Animated) 
 
 
Classmate 
 Does not apply  
 Never  
 Sometimes 
 Always 
 
From the following emoji, which one you would you most likely to send 
to a classmate? (Same meaning) 
 
a. :)            :( 
b.       
c.        
i. (Animated) 
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Work colleague 
 Does not apply  
 Never  
 Sometimes 
 Always 
 
 
From the following emoji, which one you would you most likely to send 
to a work colleague? (Same meaning) 
 
a. :)            :( 
b.       
c.        
j. (Animated) 
 
 
Work superordinate 
 Does not apply  
 Never  
 Sometimes 
 Always 
 
From the following emoji, which one you would you most likely to send 
to a work subordinate? (Same meaning) 
 
a. :)            :( 
b.       
c.        
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k. (Animated) 
 
 
In question 9 and 10, I list 7 universal emoji (2.2.2 Non-Verbal communication 
and cultures, Chapter2). The emotions intended to be represented by these emoji are 
happy, surprise, fear, anger, contempt, disgust and sadness respectively.  They are called 
universal emoji since they do not rely on any specific culture background and thus are 
supposed to be recognized by people from any culture. Some culturally-sensitive emoji 
are then listed following these universal emoji, including emoji representing 
embarrassment, speechlessness, and dizzy respectively. In the survey, no description of 
these emoji is given, and the participants are asked to describe which emotion each emoji 
may represent based upon on their personal understanding. The purpose of these two 
questions is to answer research question 1: Is the usage of emoji different among people 
with different cultural backgrounds? In other words, is the usage of emoji culture 
sensitive? If yes, in what way particularly? 
In Question 11, I presented four scenarios of emoji usage in simulated daily 
conversations between two people via text messaging. In each conversation, the numbers 
of emoji used are different (from occasional usage between sentences to pure emoji). I 
then ask the participants to identify the conversation that they finds most comfortable. 
The purpose of this question is to answer question 3 and 4: Can symbolic facial 
expressions be used by themselves without the presence of text? During a text-based 
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conversation, the usage of how many facial expressions will be considered excessive by 
the receiver. 
Question 12 is intended to study the influence of the role of message receivers in 
the usage of facial expressions. The question consists of a series of sub-questions. For 
each sub-question, a specific role is assumed as message receiver, including the 
participant’s parents, children (if they have any), friends, significant others (boyfriend, 
girlfriend, spouse, etc. if applicable), colleagues (if applicable), supervisors (if 
applicable), and classmates (if applicable). The participants are then asked, in the given 
situation, will they use specific emoji in a text-based communication. Their answers to 
these questions will reflect that how their communication behavior change when the 
receivers have different relationship with them.  
The participants’ feedbacks were collected online and then exported. I then used 
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS)  to calculate standard statistical 
indexers of the data and draw conclusions based on the statistic results. 
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CHAPTER 4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
 
4.1 Data Cleaning 
The survey results were automatically collected by Qualtrics, and the data were 
cleaned and analyzed with assistance of Nora Ladjahasan, assistant scientist in IDRO. 
The following steps were taken in analyzing the data: 
1. Export the data from Qualtrics in SPSS format.  
2. Clean the data manually. Since certain survey questions are not multiple choice 
but open questions, and the answer we collected varies from person to person. 
This step was taken to categorize answers and make them meaningful for the 
analysis in the following step. For example, in question 9&10, the participants 
were asked to explain the emoji listed using their own languages so their answer 
would reflect the thoughts of the participants, these open questions were more 
meaningful than selecting from a set of given options. This is due to the fact that 
showing options may implicitly give hints and change the way the participants 
interpret the emoji. In cleaning the data, I compared the participant’s answer with 
the original meaning of the emoji, and categorized their answers as “Correct 
interpretation”  if their answer matches the original meaning, and “Misunderstand” 
if not. Numeric values are then given to each answer to facilitate the following 
analysis conducted using data analyzing tools. Specifically, we use 0 to denote 
correct interpretations and 1 the incorrect ones.  
3. Analyze the data using statistical results in SPSS.   
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4.2 Data Analysis and Results 
 
I now present details of the data analysis process and discuss the results. I discuss 
the analysis of the four major research questions one by one as mentioned in section 3.1.2. 
 
4.2.1 Research Question #1( Is the use of emoji partially too culturally specific?) 
4.2.1.1 Data analysis 
 
          9. What word(s) express what each of the following 7 universal emoji mean to you?  
(a) ___(b) ___(c) ___ (d) ___(e) ___ 
(f) ___(g) ___ 
 
10. What word(s) express what each of the following emoji mean to you?  
(a) ___(b) ___(c) ___ (d) ___(e) ___ 
 
Figure 10. List of Question 9 & Question 10 
 
The survey questions 9 and 10 (Figure 10) are corresponding to this research 
questions. Specifically, 7 universally recognized emoji are listed for question 9 (Figure 
10), and the participants were asked to describe, in their own words, what emotion does 
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the emoji represent. The answer should be short (one word if possible) and precise that 
reflects their feeling in seeing the emoji. Question 10 is similar to question 9, however 
instead of universal emoji, 5 culturally-related emoji were used (Figure 10). The 
universal emoji are widely used in text-based communication, mainly cellphone 
messages and instant messaging via the Internet. However, the 5 emoji used in question 
10 are different from the universal ones since they contain cartoon and manga characters 
that are popular only in eastern Asia, mainly in China, Japan, and Korea. The facial 
expressions show in these emoji are also popular in text messages in these countries.  
Therefore, by comparing the participants’ interpretation of these emoji (Universal ones 
and the culturally-related ones), I will have a general understanding of the potential 
culture-sensitivity of emoji usage. I expect that people from many cultural backgrounds 
would be able to precisely recognize the emotions represented by the universal emoji, 
however, western audiences may have difficulty recognizing the ones that are popular 
only in east Asia.  
As mentioned previously, question 9 and 10 are set to be open questions so the 
participants have the freedom to interpret the meaning behind each emoji using their own 
words. In data cleaning, their interpretations are categorized as correct and incorrect, and 
then represented using numeric values 0 and 1. The original answers collected from the 
users for different emoji are showed in Figure 11. The first emoji represents the emotion 
of happiness. However, the answers received are highly diversified, including “Excited”, 
“LOL”, and “smiling”.  For fault-tolerant purposes, all the answers that express similar 
meanings as happy, regardless of the specific word the participants chose were counted as 
correct answers. As long as the receiver understands that the sender of this emoji wants to 
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express happiness, the goal of the emoji is fulfilled. The same principle is applied for the 
other emoji. For example, the second emoji represents sadness, however, answers like 
“unhappy” and “depressed” ere accepted as correct interpretations, but “angry” or “sleepy” 
were not, since they are completely different emotions compared to sadness. 
 
 
Figure 11. Text response for “happy emoji” from Qualtrics 
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4.2.1.2 Results 
 
A. Universal emoji results (Question 9: What word(s) express of the following 7 universal 
emoji to you?) 
The statistical results of answers to question 9 is listed and analyzed below. Table 
1 through 7 show the correct interpretation rate of the 7 emoji respectively. Note that the 
invalid answers, such as blank and meaningless characters, were eliminated in the 
statistics. 
Table 1. Interpretation of happy emotion values (a)  
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid .00 17 1.8 1.8 1.8 
1.00 right interpretation 937 97.3 98.2 100.0 
Total 954 99.1 100.0   
Missing System 9 .9     
Total 963 100.0     
      
Table 2. Interpretation of sad emotion values (b)  
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid .00 55 5.7 5.8 5.8 
1.00 right interpretation 898 93.3 94.2 100.0 
Total 953 99.0 100.0   
Missing System 10 1.0     
Total 963 100.0    
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Table 3. Interpretation of anger emotion values (c)  
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid .00 7 .7 .7 .7 
1.00 right interpretation 946 98.2 99.3 100.0 
Total 953 99.0 100.0   
Missing System 10 1.0     
Total 963 100     
      
Table 4. Interpretation of contempt emotion values (d)  
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid .00 882 91.6 92.9 92.9 
1.00 right interpretation 67 7.0 7.1 100.0 
Total 949 98.5 100.0   
Missing System 14 1.4     
Total 963 100.0     
       
 
 
Table 5. Interpretation of fear emotion values (e)  
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid .00 355 36.9 37.8 37.8 
1.00 right interpretation 585 60.7 62.2 100.0 
Total 940 97.6 100.0   
Missing System 23 2.4     
Total 963 100.0    
      
Table 6. Interpretation of surprise emotion values (f)  
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid .00 276 28.7 29.4 29.4 
1.00 right interpretation 663 68.8 70.6 100.0 
Total 939 97.5 100.0   
Missing System 24 2.5     
Total 963 100.0    
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Table 7. Interpretation of disgust emotion values (g)  
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid .00 97 10.1 10.4 10.4 
1.00 right interpretation 833 86.5 89.6 100.0 
Total 930 96.6 100.0   
Missing System 33 3.4     
Total 967 100.0     
 
In general, the universal emoji can be fairly easy recognized by the majority of 
participants. However, certain emoji, such as number 4 (contempt) is recognized by only 
a small group of participants. The details are as follows: 98.2% participants correctly 
interpreted happiness emotion, 94.2% of them correctly interpreted sad, 99.3% of them 
correctly interpreted anger, 7.1% of them correctly interpreted contempt, 62.2% of them 
correctly interpreted fear, 70.6% of them correctly interpreted surprise and 89.6% of 
them correctly interpreted disgust. Except for contempt, on average over 70% 
participants can correctly recognize the emotion expressed by these emoji, demonstrating 
that certain emoji, such as a happy face, is a universal sign of the emotion behind them 
and thus can be safely used regardless of culture. This can be explained by the fact that 
certain facial expressions, such as smiling, are a result of human evolution. They are 
natural reactions of certain inner emotions and are not based on any specific culture or 
civilization. Even for the emoji of contempt, although only 7% participants recognize it, 
the majority who do not recognize it also shows diversity in cultural background, 
meaning that the emoji is probably hard to interpret inherently, instead of culturally-
sensitive. Table 8 shows the overall statistics of the 7 emoji. For each user, I calculated 
their accumulated score for all 7 emoji. The highest score is 7 (correctly interpreted the 7 
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emoji) and the lowest 0 (misunderstood all the emoji). In generally, the majority can 
correctly interpret the seven universal emoji. According to the data, 2.5% of participants 
can understand all seven universal emoji due to the emoji of contempt. This may seem 
disappointing given the popularity of emoji, nevertheless, the majority of them (58.6%) 
can understand at least five emoji and almost all of the participants (97.5%) can 
recognize six emoji out of all the seven, which is enough for everyday communication. 
Thus, I can conclude that the usage of such universal emoji is safe and can be widely 
accepted in text communication for daily activities such as chatting. Clearly it helps the 
receivers to understand the emotions the message sender intends to express, and therefore 
potentially making the communication more convenient and efficient.  
 
Table 8. Universal_emoji 
 Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 2.00 1 .1 .1 .1 
3.00 29 3.0 3.2 3.3 
4.00 145 15.1 15.9 19.1 
5.00 361 37.5 39.5 58.6 
6.00 355 36.9 38.8 97.5 
7.00 23 2.4 2.5 100.0 
Total 914 94.9 100.0   
Missing System 49 5.1     
Total 963 100.0     
 
 
B.Cultural emoji results (Question 10: What word(s) best express each of the following 
emoji?) 
 
The participant’s interpretations of the 5 culturally-sensitive emoji are given in 
the following tables. As mentioned before, emoji in these questions are popular in most 
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east Asia countries and among people with Asian cultural background (e.g., watching 
Japanese cartoons and reading manga, knowing the characters, chatting with Chinese 
friends using Apps like WeChat, etc). The first emoji, although it looks like a universal 
emoji and does not contain any specific character, is known to be widely used among 
Chinese and Japanese, but rarely used in the United States and other western countries, 
since it was originally adopted by Japanese manga and anime in which they use a single 
drop of sweat on a character’s head to indicate he/she feels embarrassed or being put in 
an embarrassing environment. The second and the third emoji involves certain cartoon 
and manga characters that are not familiar to most westerners, expresses exactly the same 
emotion, i.e., the appearance of sweat on the head of the character expresses 
embarrassment. 
Table 9. Interpretation of embarrass emotion values (a)  
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 1.00 right interpretation 97 10.1 10.5 10.5 
.00 831 86.3 89.5 100.0 
Total 928 96.4 100.0   
Missing System 35 3.6     
Total 963 100.0    
      
Table 10. Interpretation of embarrass emotion values (b)  
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 1.00 right interpretation 80 8.3 9.1 9.1 
.00 797 82.8 90.9 100.0 
Total 877 91.1 100.0   
Missing System 86 8.9     
Total 963 100.0    
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Table 11. Interpretation of embarrass emotion values (c)  
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 1.00 right interpretation 89 9.2 10.1 10.1 
.00 789 81.9 89.9 100.0 
Total 878 91.2 100.0   
Missing System 85 8.8     
Total 963 100.0     
 
 
 
     
Table 12. Interpretation of dizzy emotion values (d)  
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 1.00 right interpretation 191 19.8 21.8 21.8 
.00 684 71.0 78.2 100.0 
Total 875 90.9 100.0   
Missing System 88 9.1     
Total 963 100.0    
      
Table 13. Interpretation of disgust emotion values (e)  
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 1.00 right interpretation 242 25.1 28.2 28.2 
.00 615 63.9 71.8 100.0 
Total 857 89.0 100.0   
Missing System 106 11.0     
Total 963 100.0     
 
Table 9 though Table 11 show overall results of the participants’ interpretation 
scores of the three emoji represent embarrassment. I used three emoji that represents the 
same emotion in order to minimize the randomness. If a participant actually recognized 
the meaning of the emoji, they should be able to understand all the three emoji. The 
change of characters and the specific location of the sweat drops should not affect their 
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interpretation. The statistical result shows a large majority of 89.5% participants cannot 
correctly interpreted the first emoji (Table 9). The result for the following two emoji 
improved a little but still only around 25% of participants were able to understand these 
emoji correctly. (Table 13). This result, based on our analysis, shows that emoji that are 
popular in certain cultural-circles can not be extended to other cultural circles without 
causing potential misunderstanding. Such misunderstanding is not the result of using 
unfamiliar characters as in the second and the third emoji, but due to cultural difference 
in interpreting the facial expression itself. The first emoji used the same universal face 
similar to these used in question 9, but the majority still cannot understand its meaning, 
since “sweating” is not a natural reaction in all cultures, but only used in certain east Asia 
countries as a result of popular culture such as manga and anime. 
 
Table 14 What is your native language? 
 
 Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 1 English 855 88.8 89.8 89.8 
2 Chinese or Cantonese 41 4.3 4.3 94.1 
3 Other asian & middle east 
languages 
41 4.3 4.3 98.4 
4 other languages 15 1.6 1.6 100.0 
Total 952 98.9 100.0   
Missing System 11 1.1     
Total 963 100.0    
 
To better demonstrate the role of cultural difference in recognizing these emoji, 
the participants were categorized as Chinese/Cantonese/Other Asian language speakers 
(referred to as East Asian participants) and English speakers (referred to as Westerner 
participants). These two categories in general reflect the participants’ cultural background. 
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The results of the two categories are showed in Table 14. The following Tables show the 
results of answering this question. 
Table 15 Value of Chinese users 
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 2 Chinese or Cantonese 41 100.0 100.0 100.0 
 
Table 16 Value of English users 
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 1 English 855 100.0 100.0 100.0 
 
The following are the results of Chinese speakers and English speakers, as we 
categorized above.:  
Table 17 The value of Chinese languages speakers (on all) interpret embarrass emoji (a)  
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 1.00 right interpretation 34 82.9 97.1 97.1 
.00 1 2.4 2.9 100.0 
Total 35 85.4 100.0   
Missing System 6 14.6     
Total 41 100.0     
       
Table 18 The value of English speakers interpret embarrass emoji (a)  
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 1.00 right interpretation 44 5.1 5.3 5.3 
.00 790 92.4 94.7 100.0 
Total 834 97.6 100.0   
Missing System 21 2.4     
Total 855 100.0     
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Table 19 The value of Chinese language speakers interpret embarrass emoji (b)  
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 1.00 right interpretation 27 65.9 84.4 84.4 
.00 5 12.2 15.6 100.0 
Total 32 78.0 100.0   
Missing System 9 22.0     
Total 41 100.0     
 
Table 20 The value of English speakers interpret embarrass emoji (b)  
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 1.00 right interpretation 44 5.1 5.5 5.5 
.00 751 87.8 94.5 100.0 
Total 795 93.0 100.0   
Missing System 60 7.0     
Total 855 100.0    
 
Table 21 The value of Chinese languages speakers interpret embarrass emoji (c)  
  Frequenc
y Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 1.00 right interpretation 32 78.0 97.0 97.0 
.00 1 2.4 3.0 100.0 
Total 33 80.5 100.0   
Missing System 8 19.5     
Total 41 100.0     
 
Table 22 The value of English speakers interpret embarrass emoji (c)  
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 1.00 right interpretation 45 5.3 5.6 5.6 
.00 752 88.0 94.4 100.0 
Total 797 93.2 100.0   
Missing System 58 6.8     
Total 855 100.0     
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Table 23 The value of Chinese languages speakers interpret dizzy emoji (d)  
  Frequenc
y Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 1.00 right interpretation 23 56.1 69.7 69.7 
.00 10 24.4 30.3 100.0 
Total 33 80.5 100.0   
Missing System 8 19.5     
Total 41 100.0     
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 24 The value of English speakers interpret dizzy emoji (d)  
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 1.00 right interpretation 149 17.4 18.8 18.8 
.00 643 75.2 81.2 100.0 
Total 792 92.6 100.0   
Missing System 63 7.4     
Total 855 100.0    
 
 
Table 25 The value of Chinese languages speakers interpret disgust emoji (e)  
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 1.00 right interpretation 26 63.4 78.8 78.8 
.00 7 17.1 21.2 100.0 
Total 33 80.5 100.0   
Missing System 8 19.5     
Total 41 100.0     
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Table 26 The value of English speakers interpret disgust emoji (e)  
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 1.00 right interpretation 202 23.6 26.1 26.1 
.00 571 66.8 73.9 100.0 
Total 773 90.4 100.0   
Missing System 82 9.6     
Total 855 100.0    
 
The cultural differences in interpreting these emoji are clearly demonstrated. The 
statistical results from Tables 17, 19, 21, 23, 25 show that most Chinese participants have 
no problem in correctly interpreting these emoji. Table 16 shows those 859 users are 
Westerners. Tables 18, 20, 22, 24 and 26 are the values of how Westerners speakers 
interrupt those cultural emoji. Specifically, a large majority of 97.1%, 84.4% and 97% 
East Asian participants correctly understood the emotion behind the first three emoji, 
respectively.  For the other emoji in this set, more than 60% Chinese participant can 
recognize all of them. In contrast, only around 5% of Westerners can correctly get the 
meaning of the first three emoji. For the other emoji, an average of around 25% of them 
can correctly interpret their meanings. The difference between Chinese and Westerners in 
interpreting this set of emoji is drastic. 
 Based on the above results, I can conclude that the culture difference of 
interpretation of emoji exists, and the influence of cultural difference in the usage of 
emoji can be very strong. Specifically, usage of unfamiliar characters cannot explain the 
incorrect interpretation of such emoji. Change the emoji to a familiar or non-culturally 
related character such as in the universal emoji, won't make people able to recognize 
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certain facial expressions that is popular in unfamiliar cultures, especially when the 
expression is not a natural reaction.  
A possible root of this difference between Eastern Asians and Westerners is that 
these culturally-sensitive emoji we selected has a very different origin, comparing to the 
universal emoji. The universal emoji are mainly based on symbolized human facial 
expressions, which are actual reactions certain emotions. For example, a smiling face is a 
natural reaction to the feeling of happiness in basically any culture and race. In contrast, 
the culturally-sensitive emoji were originally used in Japanese Manga. These emoji do 
not attempt to realistically portrait human’s facial expressions. Such exaggerated facial 
expressions are used in Manga is because most Manga are in black and while. The artists 
have to express the emotions of a character using only a few lines black/while blocks in 
limited space. In contrast, American comics that are popular among westerners are 
usually very realistic compared to Manga in drawing style. As a result, the exaggerated 
facial expressions that are widely used in Manga are merely used in American comics, 
not mention to be widely accepted by the western society. To summarize, the culture-
sensitive emoji are not realistic human facial expressions, but rather a set of symbols 
invented originally by Manga artists. It is therefore limited in a relatively narrow culture 
circle: Manga-readers, which are mainly Eastern Asians. 
Generally, the way East Asians and Westerners use facial expressions in real life, 
as well as their ability to recognize real life facial expressions, may not have any 
difference. And the difference in recognizing these emoji is a result of the fact that most 
Eastern Asians participated in our survey are Manga-readers. 
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4.2.2  Research Question #2: Can symbolic facial expression be used by themselves? 
If so, in what situations? and Research Question #3: During text-based 
conversations, how many facial expressions are excessive? And will excess symbolic 
facial expression impede SMS communication?  
 
4.2.2.1 Data analysis 
In order to answer these research questions, one potential conversation was created with 
varying degree of text and emoji usage. The participants were asked to select the 
conversation that they are mostly comfortable with.  The following are the conversations: 
❑   Conversation #1 
Person A: Oh my god 
Person B: What? 
Person A: I cannot have beer with you today. 
Person B: Why??? 
Person A: I just got an email from my professor 
Person B: What your professor said? 
Person A: I have work to do now. 
Person B: Ok. 
Person A: Sorry. 
 
❑   Conversation #2  
Person A:  
Person B: What? 
Person A: I cannot have beer with you today. 
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Person B:  
Person A: I just got an email from my professor 
Person B: What your professor said? 
Person A: I have work to do now. 
Person B:       
Person A:  
 
❑   Conversation #3 
Person A:  
Person B:? 
Person A:  
Person B:  
Person A: I just got an email from my professor 
Person B: What your professor said? 
Person A: I have work to do now. 
Person B:  
Person A:  
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❑   Conversation #4 
Person A:  
Person B:? 
Person A:  
Person B:  
Person A:  
Person B:  
Person A:  
Person B:  
Person A:  
 
Conversation 1 is purely text-based. Conversation 2 occasionally uses emoji while 
the major part of the communication is conducted using text. Conversation 3 uses more 
emoji while the Conversation 4 is purely emoji. I use numeric values 1, 2, 3, 4 to indicate 
participants’ choices of conversation 1-4. In Figure 12 we can see that a large part of 40.4% 
users prefer the conversation with no emoji at all, but 53.5 % participants like the 
conversation where emoji are occasionally or frequently used. Only 0.9% participants 
prefers the emoji-only conversation. Reasonably, the excessive usage of emoji, as 
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demonstrated in conversation 4, has many disadvantages and limitations. Although emoji 
are powerful in expressing emotions, they lack the flexibility and accuracy in conducting 
complicated ideas in order to wake meaningful conversations. The information 
exchanged via emoji is hardly enough for most communication tasks, it’s equivalent 
would be as conversation merely using facial expressions without the help of verbal 
communication. On the other hand, the usage of emoji helps in conducting emotions 
precisely and concisely in many scenarios, and they can naturally make the message 
sender appears to be more friendly and less formal in a conversation.  
 
 
Figure 12. How people use emoji in the text-based communication  
4.2.2.2  Results 
From the data collected I conclude the following:  
1. According to the results, excessive usage of emoji could confuse the participants 
of a conversation. The majority of the participants would rather have a 
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conversation with no emoji than pure-emoji in a conversation or where emoji are 
used frequently.  
2. The definition of “excessive usage” of emoji varies from person to person and 
probably also depends on the specific scenario of the conversation. In general, 
people prefer occasional usage of emoji in a conversation. 
3. Pure-emoji based conversation is preferable only for a small propotion of 
participants. The information can be conveyed in such a conversation is highly 
limited. Such conversations might be appropriate only in some specific scenarios 
for example, where all the participants in the conversation are very familiar with 
each other and the context, thus only facial expression is enough for them to 
“guess” the intention of each other. If the conversation is very simple, purely 
using emoji could be enough. However, it is most certain that the excessive usage 
of emoji in most everyday conversations and formal communications will impede 
understanding. First, they make the conversation less formal and may undermine 
the authority of the text sender. Scecond, the power of facial expressions in 
expressing complicated ideas is much weaker comparing to text.  
 
4.2.3  Research Question #4: What factors influence the use of emoji? 
 
4.2.3.1. Data Analysis 
The factors investigated include the participant’s gender, age, and native language 
(Culture difference). Using criteria for measurement (including T-Test, Description and 
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Comparison) of impact of these factors the result is reported at a significant level of 5%.  
The following tables are the values used to evaluate the general information. 
 
                                  Table 27. What is your gender? 
 
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 1 Male 346 35.9 37.5 37.5 
2 Female 572 59.4 62.0 99.6 
3 Genderqueer 3 .3 .3 99.9 
4 Transgender 1 .1 .1 100.0 
Total 922 95.7 100.0   
Missing System 41 4.3     
Total 963 100.0    
 
 
 
 
    Table 28. What is your age?  
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 18 81 8.4 8.5 8.5 
19 134 13.9 14.1 22.6 
20 104 10.8 10.9 33.5 
21 84 8.7 8.8 42.4 
22 76 7.9 8.0 50.4 
23 44 4.6 4.6 55.0 
24 40 4.2 4.2 59.2 
25 25 2.6 2.6 61.8 
26 27 2.8 2.8 64.7 
27 16 1.7 1.7 66.4 
28 19 2.0 2.0 68.3 
29 16 1.7 1.7 70.0 
30 21 2.2 2.2 72.2 
31 16 1.7 1.7 73.9 
32 14 1.5 1.5 75.4 
33 11 1.1 1.2 76.6 
34 10 1.0 1.1 77.6 
35 6 .6 .6 78.2 
36 10 1.0 1.1 79.3 
37 9 .9 .9 80.2 
38 7 .7 .7 81.0 
39 6 .6 .6 81.6 
40 5 .5 .5 82.1 
41 6 .6 .6 82.8 
42 7 .7 .7 83.5 
43 7 .7 .7 84.2 
44 6 .6 .6 84.9 
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Table 28. What is your age? (Continued) 
 
 45 10 1.0 1.1 85.9 
 46 10 1.0 1.1 87.0 
 47 7 .7 .7 87.7 
 48 2 .2 .2 87.9 
 49 4 .4 .4 88.3 
 50 9 .9 .9 89.3 
 51 6 .6 .6 89.9 
 52 6 .6 .6 90.5 
 53 8 .8 .8 91.4 
 54 5 .5 .5 91.9 
 55 9 .9 .9 92.8 
 56 4 .4 .4 93.3 
 57 10 1.0 1.1 94.3 
 58 5 .5 .5 94.8 
 59 6 .6 .6 95.5 
 60 12 1.2 1.3 96.7 
 61 7 .7 .7 97.5 
 62 2 .2 .2 97.7 
 63 3 .3 .3 98.0 
 
64 6 .6 .6 98.6 
65 3 .3 .3 98.9 
66 3 .3 .3 99.3 
67 1 .1 .1 99.4 
68 2 .2 .2 99.6 
69 1 .1 .1 99.7 
71 2 .2 .2 99.9 
74 1 .1 .1 100.0 
Total 951 98.8 100.0   
Missing System 12 1.2     
Total 963 100.0     
 
 
 
Table 14 What is your native languages 
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 1 English 855 88.8 89.8 89.8 
3 Chinese or Cantonese 41 4.3 4.3 94.1 
5 Asian & middle east languages 41 4.3 4.3 98.4 
6 other languages 15 1.6 1.6 100.0 
Total 952 98.9 100.0   
Missing System 11 1.1     
Total 963 100.0    
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Table 29. Do you use smartphones? 
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 1 Yes 871 90.4 91.2 91.2 
2 No 84 8.7 8.8 100.0 
Total 955 99.2 100.0   
Missing System 8 .8     
Total 963 100.0     
       
Table 30. Do you often use emoji/emoticon when you texting? 
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 1 Not at all 95 9.9 9.9 9.9 
2 Rarely 176 18.3 18.4 28.3 
3 Sometimes 350 36.3 36.6 65.0 
4 Often 253 26.3 26.5 91.4 
5 Always 82 8.5 8.6 100.0 
Total 956 99.3 100.0   
Missing System 7 .7     
Total 963 100.0     
 
Based on the Table 30, after I set the emoji users to be 1.00, and non-emoji users 
to be 0. Get a result of in these 963 users, 861 are emoji users (Table 31).  
 
Table 31 The value of emoji users 
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid .00 95 9.9 9.9 9.9 
1.00 861 89.4 90.1 100.0 
Total 956 99.3 100.0   
Missing System 7 .7     
Total 963 100.0     
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4.2.3.2  Results 
A. Symbolic facial expression and gender 
Using a Chi-Square test to test the difference between male and female 
participants in the usage of emoji. The result shows there was a significant difference 
between the mean values of the number of males and females who uses emoji. Base on 
the values, the number of females who use emoji is much larger than male users, 
indicating that gender is a major factor that influences the emoji usage. 
 
Figure 13. Comparison of emoji use between males and females 
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B.  Symbolic facial expression and age 
More than half (50.5%) of the participants who use emoji are under 22 y/o, and 
more than 70% are under 37. The distribution of emoji users in different age groups 
indicates that younger people are more likely to be an emoji user, and the average age of 
all the emoji users is 27.79, while the average for non-emoji users is 35.11, almost 7 
years older. This difference may be due to the fact that emoji have gained its popularity 
in less than a decade, and coincided with greater usage and availability of smartphones. 
Therefore, the first cellphone for many young people is a smartphone, so they are more 
adapted to such new technologies. As mentioned in the literature review, younger 
generations are more likely to use text-based communication via mobile devices. 
However, this study cannot predict when this generation grows older, will their usage of 
emoji decline, remain, or even increase. 
Table 32. T-Test Notes 
Output Created 16-Mar-2015 11:05:06 
Comments   
Input Data C:\Users 
ading\Desktop\Xi zhu 
thesis\Xizhu_Research_Survey_on_Textbased_Communication.sav 
Active 
Dataset 
DataSet1 
Filter <none> 
Weight <none> 
Split File <none> 
N of Rows 
in Working 
Data File 
967 
Missing 
Value 
Handling 
Definition 
of Missing 
User defined missing values are treated as missing. 
Cases 
Used 
Statistics for each analysis are based on the cases with no missing or out-of-
range data for any variable in the analysis. 
Syntax T-TEST GROUPS=emoji_users(0 1) 
  /MISSING=ANALYSIS 
  /VARIABLES=Q3_age 
  /CRITERIA=CI(.95). 
Resources Processor 
Time 
00 00:00:00.063 
Elapsed 
Time 
00 00:00:00.062 
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Table 33. Independent Samples Test 
  
Levene's Test 
for Equality of 
Variances t-test for Equality of Means 
F Sig. t df 
Sig. 
(2-
tailed) 
Mean 
Difference 
Std. Error 
Difference 
95% 
Confidence 
Interval of the 
Difference 
Lower Upper 
Q3_age 
2. What 
is your 
age? 
Equal 
variances 
assumed 
49.301 .000 5.308 947 .000 7.315 1.378 4.611 10.020 
Equal 
variances 
not 
assumed 
    
4.056 102.402 .000 7.315 1.804 3.738 10.893 
 
 
Table 34. Group Statistics 
  
emoji_users N Mean 
Std. 
Deviation 
Std. 
Error 
Mean 
Q3_age 2. What is your 
age? 
.00 93 35.11 16.932 1.756 
1.00 856 27.79 12.068 .412 
 
 
C.  Symbolic facial expression and culture 
 
Based on the diversification and origin of the survey participants, I have classified 
the participants into two major cultural categories: Westerners (English/European 
language speakers) and East Asians (Chinese/Cantonese/Other Asian language speakers) 
since they represent the two major culture groups among the participants. Another reason 
for partitioning participants this way is that the difference between the two categories of 
cultures are significant while people in the same category share very similar cultural 
backgrounds, especially in the methods of communication.  
89% of Westerners and 95% of East Asians are emoji users. The difference is not 
very significant. The Chi-square and T test between data of the two categories Figure 14 
does not support the hypnosis that there is a significant difference between the 
distributions of the two categories. Based on this result, I conclude that the popularity of 
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emoji itself is not affected by specific cultural backgrounds. This conclusion is consistent 
with my personal experience and wide usage of emoji has been observed in both Western 
and East Asian societies as discussed in the literature review, even though the specific 
emoji used by these two groups of people may be very different.  
Table 35. Value of Western users and East Asian users 
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 1.00 Western 870 90.3 91.4 91.4 
2.00 East Asian 82 8.5 8.6 100.0 
Total 952 98.9 100.0   
Missing System 11 1.1     
Total 963 100.0    
 
 
Figure 14. The comparison of using emoji between Westerner and Asian 
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D.  Symbolic facial expression and relationships 
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Figure 15. Comparison of emoji use in relationships 
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The final portion of this analysis studies the relationship of the message receiver 
with that of the sender. Participants were asked to assume that they are communicating 
with people that have a relationship to them, and ask their opinion on emoji usage (Will 
they use emoji in a conversation with this person they were asked about?) I chose 8 
typical social roles including parents, children, siblings, significant other, co-workers, 
classmates, and supervisors as their message receiver, and asked whether the following 4 
different sets of emoji would be used by the participants: emoticons, simple emoji, 
cartoon emoji, and animated emoji. Figure 15 shows the data in regard to the relationship 
between the sender and the receiver these social roles; set 3 and 4 are less preferred. The 
reason may be that the cartoon emoji appear to be childish while the animated emoji are 
very informal and also takes longer to transmit especially for mobile devices.  
Based on the results of this study people are comfortable sending emoticons and 
simple emoji to their parents. For siblings, significant others, and friends, people are 
more likely to use simple emoji and the number of participants willing to use cartoon and 
animiated emoji also increased. For co-workers, classmates, and supervisors, where 
conversations are usually more formal and work-related, most of those surveyed were 
unwilling to use any form of emoji, especially with supervisors, only around 10% people 
is willing to use emoji at all, nobody was willing to use cartoon or animated emoji. My 
conclusion is that the relationship between the message sender and receiver has strong 
effect on the sender’s usage of emoji. In general, the closer the relationship is, the more 
casual the conversation, the more people tend to use emoji and the less conservative these 
emoji may be. 
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Table 36. Which one you would you most likely to send to your parents? 
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Missing 
Total 
1 Emoticon 255 26.5 49.4 49.4 
2 Simple emoji 250 26.0 48.4 97.9 
3 Cartoon emoji 3 .3 .6 98.4 
4 Animated emoji 8 .8 1.6 100.0 
Total 
System 
516 
447 
963 
 
53.6 
46.4 
100.0 
100.0 
  
 
 
Table 37.  Which one you would you most likely to send to your children? 
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 1 Emoticon 71 28.6 28.6 28.6 
2 Simple emoji 154 62.1 62.1 90.7 
3 Cartoon emoji 14 5.6 5.6 96.4 
4 Animated emoji 9 3.6 3.6 100.0 
Total 248 100.0 100.0   
 
Table 38.  Which one you would you most likely to send to your siblings?  
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 1 Emoticon 201 30.1 30.2 30.2 
2 Simple emoji 399 59.8 59.9 90.1 
3 Cartoon emoji 30 4.5 4.5 94.6 
4 Animated emoji 36 5.4 5.4 100.0 
Total 666 99.9 100.0   
Missing System 1 .1     
Total 667 100.0    
 
Table 39.  Which one you would you most likely to send to your significant other? 
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 1 Emoticon 209 31.3 31.3 31.3 
2 Simple emoji 414 62.0 62.1 93.4 
3 Cartoon emoji 18 2.7 2.7 96.1 
4 Animated emoji 26 3.9 3.9 100.0 
Total 667 99.9 100.0   
Missing System 1 .1     
Total 668 100.0     
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Table 40. Which one you would you most likely to send to your friends? 
 
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 1 Emoticon 228 27.5 27.5 27.5 
2 Simple emoji 519 62.5 62.7 90.2 
3 Cartoon emoji 39 4.7 4.7 94.9 
4 Animated emoji 42 5.1 5.1 100.0 
Total 828 99.8 100.0   
Missing System 2 .2     
Total 830 100.0    
 
Table 41. Which one you would you most likely to send to your classmates? 
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 1 Emoticon 204 46.9 47.2 47.2 
2 Simple emoji 209 48.0 48.4 95.6 
3 Cartoon emoji 9 2.1 2.1 97.7 
4 Animated emoji 10 2.3 2.3 100.0 
Total 432 99.3 100.0   
Missing System 3 .7     
Total 435 100.0     
 
Table 42. Which one you would you most likely to send to your work colleague? 
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 1 Emoticon 180 61.2 61.2 61.2 
2 Simple emoji 111 37.8 37.8 99.0 
3 Cartoon emoji 1 .3 .3 99.3 
4 Animated emoji 2 .7 .7 100.0 
Total 294 100.0 100.0   
 
Table 43. Which one you would you most likely to send to your work superordinate? 
  
Frequency Percent 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 1 Emoticon 78 70.9 70.9 70.9 
2 Simple emoji 32 29.1 29.1 100.0 
Total 110 100.0 100.0   
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E.  Additional factors 
Today all smartphones come with embedded emoji functions for SMS, plus, as 
emoji are considered a basic requirement for instant messaging in apps such as Whatsapp. 
My assumption is that a smartphone user is more likely to be emoji users in general. The 
following tables show my study results in regard to this question. 
 
tanb 16. The values of smart phone users 
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Figure 16 shows that most smartphone users are also emoji users and vice versa. 
A strong correlation between the users who do not use smartphones and those who do not 
use emoji. However, the result of not using emoji might be the result of having a device, 
such as a smartphone and instant messaging software that support emoji, not because the 
participant does not want to use or dislikes emoji. This cannot be decided by these survey 
results. I conclude that smartphone users are more likely to use emoji. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION 
 
5.1. Research Questions and Conclusions 
In this study, the attempt was made the to answer four important research 
questions concerning the usage of symbolism of facial expressions (or emoji) in text-
based (SMS) communication. The four questions focus on different aspects of emoji 
usage. In the following, are the summarized conclusions of these questions, and a concise 
analysis in explaining these conclusions I draw from the survey results. 
 
Question 1. Is the use of Emoji partially too culturally specific? 
Although Emoji originated in Japan, it has since gained global popularity 
especially after the wide adoption of smartphones along with variant instant messaging 
apps. The popularity of emoji across cultures is evident by the fact that almost every text-
message application, regardless of operating system, now have installed dozens of emoji 
sets a user can insert in text messages. Naturally, one would ask, is the usage of emojis 
different between Japanese and Americans? Will a person’s culture background affect 
his/her ways of choosing emoji in a text-based conversation? The above first research 
question was intended to explore the culture-related characteristic of emojis. 
For the survey I had selected two sets of 7 and 5 facial expressions, the first set 
are universal recognized facial expressions while the second set is widely used only in 
East Asian countries such as China, Japan, and Korea. Survey participants were asked to 
describe the meaning of each facial expression based on their own understanding. The 
results reveal that a large majority of participants have no problem recognizing the 
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universal facial expression, while the participants whose native language is Chinese or 
other east Asian languages have shown significant ability to recognize the second set of 
facial expressions compared to English and other European language speakers. Based on 
this I conclude that certain emoji facial expressions are highly culture sensitive and can 
only be recognized by people with specific cultural backgrounds. 
A plausible explanation for this difference between Eastern Asians and 
Westerners is that the set of culturally-sensitive emojis has a very different origin 
compared to the universal emojis, making it difficult for the Westerners to understand. 
The universal emojis are mainly based on real human facial expressions reacting to 
certain emotions. For example, a smiling face is the most natural reaction to the feeling of 
happiness. However, the culturally-sensitive emojis were “invented” facial expressions 
that were originally used in Japanese Manga. They usually do not realistically reflect a 
human’s facial expression. For example, most Manga use a few drops of sweat on 
forehead to represent “embarrassed” or “speechless”. However, most people don’t 
actually sweat drastically when feeling speechless. The reason that such exaggerated 
facial expressions are used in Manga is because most Manga, even it’s contemporary 
versions, are in black and while. The artists have to express the emotions of a character 
using only a few lines black/while blocks in limited space. As a result, Japanese Manga 
artists have invented a system of exaggerated facial expressions to represent complicated 
and common emotions. Due to the dominance of the Japanese Manga/Anime industry in 
Eastern Asia, this system is used in almost every Manga/Comic/Anime marketed in Japan, 
Korea, China, etc. Thus, audiences is these Eastern Asian countries are highly familiar 
with the system and can automatically translate a Manga-character-facial-expression into 
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the emotion it represents. However, the use of the facial expression system can go beyond 
the circle of Manga readers on occasion. For example, even if someone does not usually 
read Manga, if some of her friends read Manga and use such emojis in their conversation, 
he or she will eventually accept the system and use such emojis by themselves. Therefore, 
the overall popularity of Manga in Eastern Asian countries makes the emoji system 
widely accepted by the whole society to a certain degree. 
In contrast, American comics are usually very realistic compared to Manga in 
drawing style (not only facial expressions, but also body scale, hair style, and gestures of 
characters are very similar to us in real world). Such exaggerated facial expressions that 
are widely used in Manga are merely used in American comics, not mention to be widely 
accepted by the society. To summarize, the culture-sensitive emoji are not realistic 
human facial expressions, but rather a set of symbols invented originally by Manga artists. 
Thus, it is natural that those who are not familiar with Manga cannot understand the 
meaning behind them. Since Manga is mainly popular in Eastern Asia, many Westerners 
failed to recognize the culturally-sensitive emoji. Generally, the way East Asian and 
Westerners use facial expressions in real life, as well as their ability to recognize real life 
facial expressions, may not have any difference. I further conclude that the difference in 
recognizing these emojis is not really between the Westerners and East Asians, but 
actually between Manga-readers and non-Manga-readers. 
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Question 2. Can symbolic facial expression be used by themselves?  If so, in 
what situations? 
The popularity of emoji used in text-based communications makes us wonder if it 
is possible that under certain circumstance emoji may replace text and be used by 
themselves as a communication system. Or will such a system be develop organically in 
the near future? Is it possible that in the future, emoji will officially become part of our 
writing-communication system, and find itself in dictionaries?  
My survey results reveal that most participants are comfortable with a text-based 
conversation where facial expressions are used occasionally or in a manner designed to 
embellish. However, most of those surveyed do not prefer a pure facial expression based 
conversation, indicating that using facial expressions by themselves are not widely 
accepted. It is far less preferred than not using any facial expression at all. There were no 
significant differences between different gender/age/culture groups in the preference of 
conversations. In other words, the distribution of people who prefer a specific 
conversation is basically the same among these groups. Based on this result, I conclude 
emoji themselves cannot replace text communication in most cases. Obviously, as 
previously discussed, emoji can hardly express complex ideas or describe things with 
much detail. We can see emoji as a powerful complement to text-based communication, 
and as shown in the survey results, most people are comfortable using emoji.  
Admittedly, there exist some situation where emoji can be used alone, but mostly 
in short and simple conversations. Such situations include, for example, using a smiley 
face to represent “OK” or “No problem”, and using a sad face to represent “No” or “Bad”. 
Although emoji are not likely to replace text communication and formulate an 
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independent communication system, emoji are becoming part of our daily text 
communication system. We must also notice that although very popular, Emoji now 
mainly appear in non-formal everyday text communications since it is considered too 
casual to be used in formal communication. As seen in the history of human language 
development, it has happened many times that certain words that may have been 
considered too casual initially, can become more widely accepted in formal 
communication. Based on this, it is still very hard to predict the future of emoji, as our 
language and communications always evolved based upon or needs and accepted usage. 
 
Question 3. During SMS conversation, how many facial expressions are 
considered excessive? And will excess symbolic facial expression impede SMS 
communication? 
This research question is the main focus of the thesis. I attempted to establish a 
standard for appropriate usage of emoji. Admittedly, such a standard could vary 
significantly from individual to individual, and is likely to depend on many factors 
including the topic of the conversation, time, place, and number of participants, etc. But 
due to limitation on resources and time, I may have been only able to establish a very 
general and universal standard, if such a standard exists. 
According to the participants’ feedback, the excessive usage of emoji could annoy 
the participants of a conversation. The majority of the participants of all 
age/gender/culture groups would rather have a conversation with no emoji than pure-
emoji conversation or where emoji are used frequently such as in each sentence. 
Obviously, the main character of a text-based conversation should still be text instead of 
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emoji. The most preferable usage of emoji is occasional (zero to one emoji in each 
sentence on average). A small variance among the survey participants indicates that such 
a preference pattern is stable and generally holds for most participants, which means 
although the participants are from different culture, age, and gender groups, there is likely 
to be an implied standard in measuring the usage of emoji. 
However, the survey results are not enough to explain why a participant could 
find the frequent usage of emoji (two or three emoji in each sentence) annoying. Some 
possible explanations are: First, a conversation participant may feel frustrated if he 
cannot get the exact purpose/meaning of the emoji sender. He would have to “guess”, 
which makes the conversation more arduous. For example, when he asks a question, and 
the other sends a smile face back, he may ask himself “Does he mean Yes/OK or is he 
just laughing at my question?”. Secondly, the conversation participant may find the 
excessive usage of emoji shows disrespect since the emoji sender may appear to be too 
casual in responding a serious question.  
 Although it is possible to establish a universal standard of emoji usage, the 
definition of “excessive usage” of emoji can still vary from person to person and 
probably also depends on the specific scenario of the conversation. For example, if the 
two people know each other well, they may tend to use more emoji during a conversation.  
Regardless, excessive usage of emoji can no doubt impede understanding of a 
text-based conversation. Another interesting question worth exploring would be 
examining a person’s reaction to excessive usage of emoji? How exactly will excessive 
usage of emoji impeding a conversation? The following are some possibilities: A person 
may immediately terminate the conversation or point out that he or she is not comfortable 
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with the response of the other person using too many emoji. In this case, the conversation 
will be interrupted. A person may also find the excessive usage of emoji distracting. This 
may impede their ability to understand the meaning and purpose of the whole 
conversation. Those who think the excessive usage of emoji indicates disrespect may 
completely misunderstand the attitude of the emoji sender. For example, the sender may 
want to show that he is friendly and easy-going 
 
Question 4.  What factors influence the behavior of emoji usage to a SMS 
sender? 
Assuming that emoji usage could be very personal, different people, or even the 
same person in different scenarios, may demonstrate different patterns or preference in 
emoji usage. Identifying some of the important factors that may affect such usage I 
highlight of the following conclusions: 
a) Females tend to use more emoji than males. Specifically, females in all age 
groups tends to use more emoji than males. The difference between different cultural 
groups is not studied since the number of samples is too small (Only less than 50 Eastern 
Asian and most of them are male) to draw a valid conclusion. Given that the main 
purpose of emoji is to express feelings and emotions, it is not surprising that females are 
more likely to use them. Although it is not studied in this thesis, the gender of the 
message receiver may also affect the usage of emoji. A conversation between two 
females, two males, and a male and a female may demonstrate different degree of emoji 
usage, and it may help us to better understand the gender-difference of emoji usage. 
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b) More than half (50.5%) participants who use emoji are under 22 years old, and 
more than 70% are under 37. The distribution of emoji users in different age groups 
indicates that younger people are more likely to be an emoji user, and the average age of 
all the emoji users is 27.79, while the average for non-emoji users is 35.11. The variance 
in age of the two groups is small enough to support the conclusion that younger people 
are more likely to use emoji than older people. This result, however, cannot prove that 
older people dislike emoji as compared to younger people. One possible explanation is 
that sending text messages, such as SMS, has a longer history than emoji. Older users 
may be just more familiar and comfortable with traditional SMS and do not have the 
habit of using emoji. While for younger people, it is very likely that their first cellphone 
already provides emoji functions in SMS, not to mention that he or she may also use 
other instant message apps that support variant sets of emoji. Thus, using emoji is more 
nature for him or her.  
c) There is no significant difference in the number of emoji users with Western 
culture background and Asian culture background. Although emoji was invented by the 
Japanese, it has since gained world-wide popularity since it has some unique features as 
compared to pure-text information. This result again confirms the fact that emoji usage is 
not a regional phenomenon but a global one. This conclusion should not shadow the fact 
that the specific set of emojis that are popular in different cultural-circles may be very 
different.  
d) The relationship between the message sender and the receivers will affect the 
usage of facial expressions by the sender. In general, the closer the relationship is, the 
more casual the conversation is, the more people tend to use emoji and the emoji they 
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tend to use are less universal. This result indicates that it is still considered inappropriate 
by most people to use emoji in a formal conversation, e.g., with their supervisors or 
work-related relationships.  
 
5.2. Limitations of the Study 
 
Although I made my best effort to answering these research questions, there are 
several limitations to this thesis study that should be understood. First of all, the survey 
was limited to students and faculty members in Iowa State University, which may not be 
enough to reflect the diversity of emoji users in the general population. The range of age, 
income, education level, and occupation is limited among my participants.  
Due to limitations of resources and time, certain survey questions have limitations 
as well. In general, the number of different emoji used in the survey is relatively small 
compared to the potential number of emoji used in daily communication worldwide. 
Similarly, the sample conversation I used in the survey is highly simplified and may not 
accurately represent variant communication scenarios in the real world. 
Finally, the participants’ feedback to the survey may not accurately reflect their 
actual behaviors and feelings of using emoji. A future study observing their actual usage 
may better inform my original research questions. 
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5.3. Future Directions 
 
In my future work, I plan to further improve my survey in order to achieve more 
accurate and pervasive results and overcome the aforementioned limitations. Many 
improvements can be made to this end. 
First, given that mobile devices such as smartphone are the major device most 
people use emoji in text-based communication, I can ask the participants to complete the 
survey using their smartphone instead of a desktop or laptop computer. I can also ask 
them to actually text emoji via their phone in the survey to simulate the actual user 
experience. 
More universal emoji can be used, such as emoji that including cartoon charters 
that are familiar to most people regardless their cultural background. For example, emoji 
of famous Disney cartoon characters. I can also extend the survey to more general 
audience that is not limited to Iowa State University.  
Another important research direction would be to design new survey questions to 
answer more intriguing research questions. The four research questions proposed in this 
thesis attempts to answer some most fundamental questions concerning the usage of 
emoji. However, there are many details worth exploring. For example, the conversations 
presented in the current survey are not enough to reflect the usage of emoji of participants 
under different scenarios. We could also ask the participants to explain his or her feelings 
(why is this comfortable? why is this annoying? Etc.) about specific conversations, 
especially using more realistic way is to simulate everyday scenarios and asks the 
participants to finish conversations by choosing their own word and emoji combinations. 
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APPENDIX A. IRB APPROVAL FORM 
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APPENDIX B. DEMOGRAPHICS FORM 
 
 
1. Gender  ___ 
2. Age ___ 
3. Native language ___ 
4. Other languages 
❑  Yes                                       ❑  No 
5. Use smartphones 
❑  Yes                                        ❑  No 
6. What smartphone Operating system do you use? 
❑  Android                          ❑ iOS  
❑  Windows Phone                 ❑  Blackberry 
❑  Firefox OS                      ❑  Sailfish OS 
❑  Tizen                               ❑  Ubuntu Touch OS 
❑  Don’t Know 
 
7. Do you use social media? Check that may apply? 
❑  Facebook        ❑ YouTube 
❑  Google+           ❑  Facebook Messenger 
❑  WhatsApp      ❑  Twitter 
❑  Skype               ❑  Instagram 
❑  WeChat           ❑  LINE 
❑  foursquare          ❑  Shazam 
❑  Flickr        ❑  KakaoTalk 
❑  Snapchat             ❑  Vine 
❑  kik Messenger     ❑  Others (Please specify ____________) 
 
8. Do you often use emoji/ emoticon when you texting? 
❑  No at all                
❑  Rarely            
❑  Sometimes             
❑  Often           
 ❑  Always  
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APPENDIX C. COMPLETE ONLINE SURVEY 
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